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This thesis focused on the training requirements of GS-II02 Contract 
SpeciaJist~. In June 1995, a survey wa.s taken of thirty-five contract specialists and 
ten supervisors at the Fleet and Industrial Supply Center, Norfolk, Washington 
Detachment. An analysis of the responses was conducted in an effort to develop 
a training and qualification plan for this command. Principal findings includc: there 
is a significant lack of time dedicated to training and 01'r, the training needs of 
junior interns are different from those of more senior contract specialists, and 
timing of DAWIA courses are an important aspect of the intern program. 
Recommendations arc: supervisors should conduct training in a way that allows for 
production and training to go on concurrcntly, the establishment of a Training 
Rey'uirements Review Board to oversee the training at the command, training should 
be conducted with people of similar experience levels and in small groups, the 
Federal Acquisition Institute's Contract Specialists Blueprints are a useful starting 
point for development of training Icssons, a case approach is a good vehicle for 
delivering training in this setting. 
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A . FOCUS OF THIS STUDY 
The vas t. complexity o f laws , regu.Ldt i ons and policie:o; 
that. govern t he professional life o f a Federal Gov err.Inent 
Civilian contract spccia l =- s t (GS - 1102 se!:" i e s ) i s a s t ounding . 
I t i.s cri tical to t he success of lhe individual and the 
orgdnizat i on thaL they Rynthesize these laws , re~uld t j o!1s and 
poliC i es quick.Ly and efflciently . There are many !:o rma l 
tra i n i ng and e ducation p!:"ogran:s that orqan iza t ions , such a s 
the De f ense ACql.iisition univers ity (DAU) , tai l or sIJec i f i cal l y 
to individual topics that a ddress these issues . This 
research, however, wj 11 concentTa t e on the training conduct e d 
at t he .L oca l cOl:1ffiand. The f ocus of thi s research will be in 
the area of on-the -job Training (OJT) Personal 
Quallficat i o!1 Standards (PQS ) for G3 - 1102 series Cont.ract 
Specialist_s and ContracL Interns . 
B . 
Th e prima !:"y objectiv .. of thi s r esearch i s to de tennine 
the Lraining needs of contract spec l alis t_s (GS-1107.s) and how 
best t.o incorporate those need:o; into d cumprehensive t raining 
program that the loca l command will administer . Ii secondary 
thrust of this resear ch i s to tailor a qualification program 
for t he 1102s tl1dt wil l provide a clear road rrap for the 
p r 8fess ional d e ve l opment of these contrac!: specialists . 
Appendix A provides a recommended training and qualification 
program tailored to the needs of the Flee t and Induslrial 
S'-lpply Center, Norfolk , Washington Detachment. The 
ef f ectiveness o f on·the - job training wil l be analyzed to 
validate that this fonn of inst_ruction is appropriate at the 
loc<ll l cve J , t o identify its l imitations, and exploit the 
strengths of this fonn of knowledgc enrichment. The area of 
organizational culture will also be explored to cultivate the 
best aspects as it relates to this type of tra ining. Final ly 
the Federa l Acquisi tion Institute's Contrac t Specialist 
Handbook blueprints were addressed for use as the primary tool 
in th e training program. 
C. RES EARCH QUES TIONS 
In consonance with the objcctives laid ou t above, the 
following research question was addressed: 
How might an in-house training program be structured that 
efficiently develops the skills, knowledge and 
compet encies required of GS- I 102 series personnel and interns 
with on -the - jub training as the cornerstone? 
In support o[ the pri mary research question the following 
subsidiary research questions were also addressed: 
What type of contracting workload dues the Fleet and 
Industrial Supply Center (FISC) , Norfo l k , Washingt_on 
detachment (hereafter the FISC Det Washington) have? 
Wha t. education level and skills do the GS - I1G2 
contract specialists and intern,J at FISC Det Washington 
possess? 
Wllilt is the best_ use of available resources at FISC 
DeL Wash i ngton too achieve the goal o f a quaU ty trainip.g 
pr09ram wh i ch enphasi zes on - the - j ob tra in ing? 
What qual i ties are common to successtul on - the-job 
training programs? 
5 . What shou l d t.he tra i ning and qualification progr am at 
? TSC Det was hington look 1 ike? 
D. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
'],he information used [or this seudy was gathered t rom 
questionnalres and persona l interviews with peopl e from t_he 
FIS C Det_ Washington, the Fed e ra l. Acquis ition I nstitute , dnd 
the Otti c e ot the Ass istant. Secretary o f Defense ot the Navy 
for Research , Development and Acquisition (ASN(RDA)), An 
e x tensive r eview o[ t.he FM Contract. Specialist Handbook 
blueprint s was conduc Led to d e cide i t's relevance to ::: he FISC 
Det Wdshingt_on workload, 
An assessment of the FISC Det 'washington workl oad was 
conducted to decide what t_ypes of contracting competencies 
th!'>y use most. f requently and whi ch of these cumpetencies 
should have t_he heaviest concentration ut t!:a i ning. 
The literature used in th i s study was compiled from 
m'.lltiple sources, includi ng the Defense Lugis t ics Information 
Exchange (DLSIE) , the I ntotrac retr i eval syst_em , current 
Federal and Department of Defense regulatioIls and 
supplementa!:"y d i !:ectives, previous theses, and a !:eview of 
current publications and ye riodicals relevant to this area of 
study . 
E . SCOPE OF THE STUDY 
This study will look at the contracL specialist (GS - 1102) 
personIle l assigned to the FISC Det washington. This will he 
a cCise study of these Federal Government civi l ian, G8 - 1102 
ser.'-es contract specialist personnel , and the training they 
presently have available to them and the training they feel 
woul d provide the best potential for professional development. 
It will focus on the intern program which employs G8 - 1102 
personne l at the GS -7 , GS-Y and GS-11 levels . Because only 
one active dllt:y Navy Lieutenant is assigned to FISC De t 
Washington the NACO program will not be spec ifica lly 
dddressed, however , it is believed Lhat this research and the 
training and qualification program will be useful t o NACOs . 
LIMITATIONS 
While this study may suffer because of the common problem 
of limited resources in terms of funds and time, it is 
beliQved that the funding and personal resources expended were 
sufficien::: to address the main issues . It is i mportant to 
point out that the fini shed product is the starting point for 
the FISC Det Washington. Any training program is an attempt 
t8 inf l uence CI process im!Jrovement strategy and thus by its 
nature iL must cont inual l y evolve and improve to be eftective. 
G . ASSUMPTIONS 
I t is dssumed that the reader is familiar wit h the 
terminology and basic processes of Lhe acquisition and 
contracting fie l d as well as basic Navy terminology. 
DEFINITIONS 
GS.:_~.J..U: GS 1102 personnel are those tasked with 
<icql .. .i s ition for items totaling more than $50,000 and <ire 
referred to as contract spec i alists . A basic requireme:1 t for 
entry into t:he CO:1tract Speciall st Inlern program (a major 
f ocus of this st'.ldy} was a co llege degree wi th a grade poi nt 
average of 3.5 or hl gher on a 4. . 0 scale. 
rrai.ning ; Imparting of knowledge in a specific 
competency or" process that wi l l enable a person tc comp l ete 
assigne d tasks in a manner consistent with the policie s and 
expectat i ons of management . 
on- r be - job trai ning: Use of an actual work site as the 
settin:::! for i nstrucLing workers whi le engaging in productive 
work. [Ref 15, p . 240 J 
3. D.ual.iLi.Cdt.i.QD : A s eries of requireme:1LS, approved by 
manag emen.L, where in satis f actory complet ion demonstrat e a 
candidate's ab i. l i ty t o funct i on independently in the execution 
of management's pclicies and expectations. 
I. ORGANIZATION OF THE STUDY 
This t:.hesis is organized in a way that:. wi l l give the 
reader an understanding of the t:.raining problems inherent in 
any organization and methods which can ef fectively deal with 
thes e problems . It wil l analyze the concept:. of on - the-job 
t.ra in ing . look at unique aspecls of the FISC Det Wa !'lhingt on 
work load and persormE"l and provide recommendations to improve 
the training program. 
Chapter I I will analyze l iterature to find support for 
the assumption that on-the-job training is an ef fec tive method 
of achieving skills and competellcies required to preform 
contracting funct ions. 
Chapter III will provide a presentation and a nalysis o[ 
data collected via a cI'.lesitionaire given to the FISC Det 
Wash i.ngton GS - 11 02s and inte rns . 
Chapter IV wi l l provide a presentation and analysis of 
data collected via a questionnaire given to the "FISC Oct 
Washington supervisors. 
Chapter V will provide a summation of the research work 
including the conclus ions and recommenda t ions of the 
reRearcher. The appendix will provide a weal th of information 
on the specific questio:ls asked, a list ot interviewees and 
t.he recommended training and qualification program. 
I I . FRAMEWORK AND BACKGROUND 
A . FRAMEWORK 
Training js ubiqClit_QUS in every organization and 
pa:::ticula:::ly :in organizations that deal in complex processes 
such as acquisition and contracting. It is the 1 evel of 
formalization of the training program that differentiates an 
organizatjon. The sophistication and complexity of the 
organization's training program, to a l arge part, characterize 
the comroitment of that organization to lts people and 
processes. 
On·the - job training (OJT) is one subset of a larger 
training scheme that an organization mighl have and wil l be 
the focus of this study. 3e[ore we begin this discussion , it 
is worthwhile to wake a distinction between OJT and " learning 
through experience," the lalter implying a hit-or -miss form of 
train ing which is inefficient. [Ref 6, p_ 1] This thesis will 
view OJT a:::; a structured approach to enhancing the competency 
and knoW'l e dg e of the contract specia l ist . As mentioned in 
chapter I , OJT within the context of thls research, is 
training lhat is conduct.ed at the work site during the normal 
course of business. ? urther it is training conducted by 
employees, peel_- or supervisory, or se l f paced wiLl. the use o( 
l raining aids such as comput_ers or hardcopy manuals . 
Making a distinction beL ween general versus specific 
trainip..g i s useful. [Ref 17, p. 5351 
In his book Human Capital, Gary Becker (1964, 1975) 
clas~ified o!l-the-job trai n ing as "general" if .it 
raises the wo:r"ker ' s productivity equally in many 
firms, ilnd "specific" if it is of value only in the 
training finn . Becker suggests that most training 
was some combinatio:1 of the two lypes. 
For this resear:::h breaking these two aparl is difficult 
because lhe competencies learned in cO:1tracting are of va l ue 
across many differem"_ jobs both in and out of Government work. 
That said, the focus of this study and lhe training program at 
?ISC Del Wash ington will be "specific" training vice general 
trainj ng. Examples of these two would be training in cost 
analysis would be "specific" and trdining 0:1 elhics woul d be 
B. BACKGROUND 
The Federa l Acquisition Regulation (FAR) and lhe 
impl ementing guidance provided by the respective agencies a!ld 
departments form the bilsis for the rules and regulations that 
the contracl special ist must follow. In consonance wilh these 
laws and regulations are sound business practi:::es that must be 
masLered to be an effective contract specialist . How best to 
incorporate this tremendous volume o( infonnation into a 
workforce is a daunting task, however, it is crit i cal to the 
long-term success at t he organization. 
The idea of "professionalizing" the acquisition workforce 
is not new. Executive branch studies and reports such as the 
1970 Fitzhugh Commission, The 1972 Commission on Government 
Procu:::-ement and the 19 f!3 Grace Commissioll Report have all 
cited the need [or j ncreased t raining and profciOIs i unal=-sm in 
the acquisItion werkforce. [::I.ef 16, p. 13] 
~. The Package Commission 
Ju l y 198 5 , T l1e 31ue Ribbon Commission on Defense 
Manage:nent., known as the Pilckard Commission, was tasked in 
part to look at among other things the procurement system. 
One of the recommendat ions from thE' panel was: [Ref 16, p.151 
Another important outcome of tbe Packard Commission was 
Fc;bllc I,aw 99-433, known as the Goldwater - Nichols Act, wh ich 
Bet a 24 college credlt hour requirement for GS-11(12 Series 
employees. [Re[ 16 , p. 1 7 J The researcher believes this 
requirement is we r th pointing O;Jt because It establ ishes a 
roc:gh baseline that an OJT program ca:l be built: upon. Many 
more Packard rer:cmmendations could be b"!:"ought up but the 
reader is asked to acknowledge that a ll'.ajor theme of the 
Packard Commissjon Report was professionalism with i:l the 
acquisi t ion workforce. 
The Acquisition Enhancement (ACE) Initiatives 
In August 1985, then Deputy Secretary of Defense Wi lliam 
H. Taft IV in a lesser known action , directed a comprehensive 
review of actions neertcd tG promete a mere professional 
contracting workforce. [Ref 1, p. V] This was apparent.ly in 
response to concerns about the quality of training for 
contract specialisLs and some other acquisition disciplines. 
The results of the report indicated that there was a 
significant training requirement within 000. In order 
sat i sfactorily to meet this demand a coord inated effort across 
Se:cvi ce a n d Agency lines would be required. One of the 
recoulllendations 0: t.his study was the inunediate establishment 
of the Department of Defense University of Acquisition 
Management. Under this University concept there would be 
var i ous colleges established to specialize in specific 
acquisition element.s . These institutions form the backbone of 
lhe formal training available to cont_ract specialists. 
3. The Defense Acquisition Workforce Improvement Act 
Finally in November of 1990 Congress passed Public Law 
101-510 known as the Defense Acquisition Workforce Improvement 
Act (DAWIA) . The primary emphasis is on increased education , 
trai ning and qualificaticn requirements . [Re f 16, p. 21] DAWIA 
emphasi zed the need for improving the quality and 
pro f essionalism of all personnel involved in the acquisition 
process, both civilian and miliLol.ry. [Ref 16, p . 22 ] The focus 
of all these initia~ives and laws were clear, that being to 
raise the l evel of professionalism in the acquiSition 
10 
of these reports, however , addressed t he specific 
area of OJT. The remainder of this chapt er wi lJ be devoted to 
an analysis of the literature de31ing wieh training, OJ']' ar.d 
how it fits in with an organization'~ s tructur e, and the 
concept of OJ']' as a method fo r achieving ski J I s and 
compe tencies. It is anticipated that tilis li tera ture review 
will un cover the b3sic requirement_s of a s uccess ful CUT 
program-. 
C . ORGANIZATIONAL CULTURE 
: n the broades t sen se , an organizatio~l'S cuJture wi ll 
d ictate the cournitment that orgaGi zation wi l l hav e t oward its 
training progra"rl . I n the c:ase of Boston - based John Hancock 
Mutual Lite Insurance Company , the nation'S eight h la r gest 
insurer, they hav e included a pledge in their mission 
stat emen t to provide profe ssional development for their 
e mployees . Their assumpt i on j s that educat ion is a l i fe long 
pursuit t hat can be rel ated to .importan t corporate goals and 
therefo-::-e Cdn be traced to the "bottom l i ne." [Ref 9 , p. 15] 
This commitment to tra j ning i s very a pparent throughou t_ the 
organization and fos ters the env ironme nt where t raining i s not 
just spoken about- but "liv ed" by everyone in the organi zat ion. 
Th is showed a s trong organizational Culture tha t supports 0. 
strong traini ng program. 
The researcher has e x tensive pers onal experience jn the 
area. of OJT as it is conducted at various Navy orga niza t ional 
l evel!; . In every case the tools for a comp rehensive OJT 
program avai l ab l e everyone throughout the 
o rganization . So;ne t imes these Lool s were diffi c ult to find 
and were only brou gh;. out and updated specifical ly LO satisfy 
ae inspector I s checklist . In other cases they made a 
corrmitment that tra i niag was a high priority a n d time was set 
aside to condu ct this training . 'l'hey expecLe d (the command) 
tha t training was being conducted with periodic reports g o ing 
up to the command ing offi cer to subs':antiate this training . 
In every case , however , training was celebrated as the answer 
to a l most every problem a n d ye t when it came to setting 
priorities and a l locating resources it rarel y rose to the top 
of anyone's list . The culture of ':he Navy , as the researcher 
has observed, is that OJT is viewed as a necessary part of 
profes s ional development yet because it does not provide the 
immediate benefits t.hat completing a specific proj ect or 
evolution does i t is otten postponed when a schedul ing 
contli c t arises. The researcher does not b elieve this 
cultural bias is Lhe exclus i ve domain of the U . S . Navy . Upon 
relati:1g thi s segment to a fel l ow student , who is a member of 
the German Navy, this student expressed amusement at how 
similar our Navies are in this regard. 
The researcher is not ffiil.king a value judgment on the 
Navy ' s cul t"J.re by suggesLing that this cultural bias is right 
or wrong bu:.. rather tha t it exists. This cultural biaB must 
be overcome or at- t:.he very l east addressed to imp l ement a 
fully successful OJT program. 
In Peter Senge' s buok The Fift:h DiscipJ ine, he puints out 
that the organizations that wi] 1 exce l i!l the future are those 
that discover how to t. ap people ' s cOlr11litment and c apaci ty to 
lear!! at al l l evels i n an o r ganization. He believes that deep 
do .. :o everyone is a l earner and that i t is in our nature . 
i lJ ustrates this wi th an exampl e of ir.fants and how no one has 
tu teach an in far. t to l earn, they basically learn how to 
function all t heir own . [Ref 17 , p. 4] 
I t. th~ researcher's belief tbat learning 
o r ganizat ions , as outlir.ed by Peter Senge, arc key to 
successfu l l y adapting to t he £as::. - paced changes inherent in 
the procurement world . The researcher b e l ieves lhat there i s 
sufficient_ evidenc e as to the effectiveness of O,TT to support 
the i nvestment (of time and money) an organization makes in 
t h e prog r am. 
ON - TBE -JOB TRAINING (OJT) AND THE EMPLOYEE 
AnoU'.er aspe::::t that a successful OJT program needs 
address is the quality of the student. A story was related 
about a governo r. who was f aced with a troubled p rison system 
and when asked whaL ~e was go j ng to do about i L sa i d; "We 're 
never going ::0 have beLter prisons until we get a better class 
of prisoner s . " [Re f 3, p. U.] The researcher is n ot al tt:'.rnpting 
1 3 
to equate prisoners with Federal Government employees. 
Rather, he is altempting to illustrate that there may be an 
ir.clination to place the blame for a poor OJT program on the 
employees and not on the sysLem itse l f. 
One c.oncern of companies with a successful training 
program is that highly trained workers will leave the firm 
after that firm has invested significant_ly in employees' 
education and training. I n the area of OJT, the training that 
will be conducted i s specific to Lhe organization, 11owever, 
wilhin the conlext of FISC Del Washington it is a 
transfe:::-rable skill with a significant value. This sets up a 
"catch 22" siluation where the better you train your personne l 
the more opportunities they will have outside your 
organization . 
A study by Margarel Stevens published in the Oxford 
Economic Papers concluded that, while this is a concer.n, the 
training firm can obt ain a positive share of the t:::-aining 
investment . In addi t ion there is a positive externality to 
socie t y of a training program that develops employees even if 
they e nd up leaving the fi=:. [Ref ~8, p. 549] 
Other evidence lhat suggests that a quality training 
pr.ogram actually contribute s to l onger employee tenure can be 
feund in an article in the British magazine The Ecollomist. 
The article discussed a study by the OrganizCltion for Econ omic 
Cooperation and DevelopmenL that revedls that countries with 
longer ave r a ge emp10yee have mere formal training 
progra.'lls . Even whe:l they co:npared specific industries wi::hir.. 
t.he sa:ne ~Ollntry, this correlation between training and tenure 
he ld t.rue. [Ref 14, p. 67] 
The re is strong evidence to suggest Lhat tri;l.ining, and 
s~eciE J. cal l y OJT , should not be d i scouraged on the basis of 
fear from competitors harvesting a f.irm' s employees . 
LEARNING AS A STRATEGY 
The conceIJ[ that Peter Senge 90intS out in his book, The 
FifUl D.i sc.i plinto', that "orga:l.iZaLions learn only through 
peop l e who lear:l. " i s basically sayi:l.g that the sum of know· how 
of the group is greater than the i:l.dividual parts. [Ref 2, p. 
23] Taken a step further it can be shown how an organization 
can use learning as a business strategy . 
A good example of a servi ce industry using training as a 
strategy can be fou nd in the health care i:l.dus try. Booz-Allen 
Health Care vice preside nt J . P:"1i1ip L>i;l.throp states: [Ref 2, p. 
23 1 
needs radical surgery 
have made thousands 
over the past 30 
now add up to a mess 
every dollar spent on 
$4 waiting [or it to 
writing it down. This 
or Easter . 
The researcher believes that paraJ lels can be draw:1 
between the health care indUStry and the DoD acquisition 
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system. 
A sc.lution that Lathrop suggest-ed was the npatient-
focused hos!Jita l ," oIle designed for the people being 
served. lRef 2, p. 24] An example of a transfo=·.ation tha t 
;.. ook plac e was at St. Luke ' s Episcopal Hospital in Houston, 
and one of t.he keys Lo the transformation was a successful 
t.-::ainin9 program. In part.icular t.he t.raining focused on 
cross- training which allowed St. _ Luke's to establish TeamCare, 
which is a system focused OIl the patient's needs. The resul t 
was f ewer, better Lrained people who had direct paLient 
contact... a:l.d a two-thirds reduction in turnover. 
This artic.le, taken from Working Woman dnd written by Ms. 
Nancy K. Austin, coauthor with Tom Peters of A Passion for 
P.xce.llence, illustrates that committing the time and resources 
to training and having the proper focus can create a strategic 
advantage for an organization. The difficultly in designing 
a trai:l.ing syste m is in finding the center of gravity, to 
borrow from Clausawitz, of ;..he organization and build around 
t.hat. In the heath-care industry, it is around cross training 
and the patient . This research will attempt to identify the 
center of gravity of FI SC Det Washington. 
TRAINING NEW HI RES 
In an urgani za t ion that take~ e mp loyees from a college 
env i ro=ent into the complex business environment, it is 
intuitive that the" e individua l s wil l need basic t raining 
before they can become productive. One expert in the training 
area has state d that even Harvard MBAs are incompe tent unt i l 
they know a company 's polic i es and procedures . [Ref 3, p . 11J 
In his arti c le "Failure to Train is FailuTe to Manage" Mr . 
Steven Brow!) points O'olt that the manager I s joh is to g et 
peop Le tr am entry level to a level t hat meets or exceeds the 
rr.inimum st.a!ldards of tlle company. [Ref 3, p. 11 ] 
Mr. BraWl"'. , s article goes on to state what j s obvious to 
most managers but i s worth r e p e ating because he does ,,0 in an 
eff i cie nt manner and covers the subject complet.ely . He states 
that the pos i tion description is import.dut because it tell" 
the eTnployee what to expect and tells manage rs what they 
expect. He suggests that new hires should cot he expected to 
"think" (researcher acknowledges this to be contr::wer"ia l ) but 
rather sh:Juld be expected to "do. " He .i s sayil'g that it is 
impo-::-tant to give new hires clear d i rection and give them all 
opportunity for early S'..lccesses. If you l eave them to 
themselves, they will sutfer unnecessary stress and tee l lill.:e 
orphans. [Ref 3, p. I II 
Brown makes several recummendation~ for initial 
t -::-aining that are appropriate f:Jr OJT. Firs:: the instructor 
should be able to sum up the training session with d one-
senL ence statement at purpose. Without this clear statement 
of purpose the inst nlctor is probably confused and the student 
should not be expected to sort it out. He r ecotn."llends the 
followin':J f onnula of Uncover, Discover and Recover for an 
effective training session: [Re[ 3, p. III 
.. Uncover: a need for the material within 
the mind student. People will ahsorh only 
t he bare of information they need to reach 
their goa l s or objer:tives. Clmo!ed :1Iind8 r:an't 
relate to a personal need tor the material . 
.. Discover: It the instructor effectively uncovers 
students' l~inds, teaching the knowledge necessary 
t o perform skills turns into a discovery-an Aha! 
experience for the student . Show and Lell still 
works best. People learn faster when presented 
wi th an explanation and demonstraLion . 
.. Recover: Most trainers fail here when they move 
fc:o:n education to training . Recovery is designed 
to provide students with hands · on experience. It 
requires maximum student participation. The most 
common methods used include dri l ls, role play and 
case studies. 
The researcher agrees that by following this formula and 
recomrnendat ions that this would give an organization a firm 
foundation for a successful Lraining program. 
FEDERAL ACQUISITION INSTITUTE 
The Federal Acquisition Institute (FlU), originally named 
Federal Procurement Institute, was created July 14 , 1976 
pursuant to Public Law 93-400 to serve as the focal point for 
the planning, development, implementation, and evaluation of 
Govermnent wide programs in procurement, research, educ Cltlon 
a nd t r ain i ng, and career developmen~ . Office o f Federdl 
Procurerr.en~ Policy [OFPlJ) pol i cy letter 92-3 r e quire s that 58 
aJency heads esr.ubl i sh a competency - baded curr i culwn for 
contrioiCt-. specialists , cont.ract i ng off jeers, purchasing agents , 
and (:ontractlng of fi cer representat ives . In addition Lhe 
1 e t ter also requires FAl t o support t:.he developmeo'_ o f such 
cours es and rr..:lintain t he Contracl Sper:ialist Workbook as the 
standard for contracting compE'tencie;,;. [Ret 8, p. :j 
The Contrac t Specialist Wo rkbook comprises 78 contracting 
competencies. They d eve l o"ed theRe 78 cornpetencjes afLer the 
FAI Hurveyed more than 20,000 Federal employ ees to col l ect 
da t a on the tasks performed by p ersonnel in Contract 
Mana.gement and rela.ted fie l ds . The s urvey WdS admilliRtered by 
twenty - four F'e deral Agenci e s co 60% of their Contracts and 
ProcuremenL Specidlists (GS-ll02), Purchasing Agents (GS -
1105), and Induscr i a l Spec i al i sts (GS 1150) . [Ref 8, p . 1 J 
Upon receivi.ng the responses from the study , they formed 
working g r oups from d wide spectrwn of Government Agencies, 
inc l uding DoD , whe:-e they ana l yzed t he :-e.;;ponses and they 
arrived at a consensus at what t h e competencies shou l d be . 
Based on this exhaustive s Ludy t hey developed and first 
publ i s hed the blueprints in 1 986 and they have updated them on 
a continuous basis since then . The bluep:-ints are avai l able 
in their current form either in a hard copy or v i a comput.er 
f rorr, t h e FAI homepage. 
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The bltleprints are but one vehicle that FAl has available 
a trair:ing progL-am that could all be adapLed to OJT. 
The;;e cou::::-ses i nclude basic leve l , intermediat e/advanced, as 
well i;l::! specialized courses. One course that is particularly 
attractive in the setting of FISC Det Washington is the 
"Contract~ specialist Starter Kit" that is due for release in 
the Spring of 1996. The developer of this starter kit is Ms. 
Gayle Messick. She explained to the researcher that her goal 
is to p!:"ovide students with the tools to get started in the 
procurement profession. Her philosophy is to structure the 
training to provide students with Lhe tools "when they need 
it, " vice the way fonnal courses deliver training which is to 
d eliver when the student is in c lass. The sta rter kit, when 
avai l able on - line, wil l allow a brand new trainee with a 
computer based interactive tutorial to learn the basics of the 
contract specialist profession the first day they report for 
work. [Ref 13 J The researcher bel ieves this has the potential 
to become a powerful tool. 
H. SUMMARY 
The mid-1980s saw an increased emphasis on the training 
requirements of the acquisition profession. The researcher 
be l ieves this was caused in par t by tile Defense buildup , and 
the il'.creased spending that corresponded to it, a few high 
profile cases of acquisition f ::::-aud and mistakes, and more 
attention being paid to sound business practices within t:J.e 
Governroent. These ~actors lead to an increased emphasis on 
t rain i ng as one solution to these probl ems . 
This chapter has laid out t he f rame work and direct i o!l 
that- thi s study of OJT will take . A search of the literature 
has shown t hat a SlJccessful training program need" an 
organ i zational cul t ure that supports it and enr:ourages iLS 
employees to continually learn . It addresses the e mployee and 
the potential fear that an employer might have in invesUng i n 
training only to have t he employee move on on.:e he Or she is 
p r oducl i ve . 
Tr.e literatu re is full of examples tha L support the 
concept that a we ll - o r ganjzed OJT p rogram wi l l pay lasting 
di viliends if i mp] emented correctly. The rema i nder of this 
thesis w::'lJ address t he spec i fic i ssues Lhat FISC Det 
Washington should focus on to implement a fully successful OJ1' 
program . 

III. INTERN AND CONTRACT SPECIALIST QUESTIONS 
BACKGROUND 
In JunR of 1995, a [annal interview ques tionnaire 
given Lo thirty-five contract specialists at: FISC Det 
Washington. The breakdown by grade a t t he responden::s 
thirteen GS - Q7 s , four GS-09s, eight C8-11_8, nine GS · 12 s, and 
one Navy Lieutenant. Al l questionnaires were retur.ned. 
opin i on rescarr:h was the basis [or the bulk of the 
quest i ons that form the heart of this r esea rch project. 
Because the primary dim of this research was to develoy a 
train _lIlY progrdffi that satisfies the needs of FISC Det 
Wash=-ngtoIl, the ques tionnaire approach is deemed appropriate. 
In t his set_ting the FISC Det Washington persou:1el are t he 
custome r s of this research and therefore a market survey, in 
the form of the q':.lestionnaire, was the proper vehicle 
capture these data . 
Archival research, in the fonn of a literature review, 
was used to provide Lhe study wi ::h d rnedsure of objectivity 
t.hat was lacking in tl".e purely opinion research . The research 
is more heavily weighted t o archival because the ana l ysis of 
the customers ' op::'nions was deemed more important in the 
thes i s process. 
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B . DISCUSSION 
Th i s chapter will andlyze the customer responses and 
attempt to reconci le them with the expeclatiol'.s based on the 
lite!:ature review. The responses will be compared between 
juni or (CS · 78, 98 acd the one LT) and senior (GS - 11s and 128) 
cont rac t specialists. 
When the questionndire was writt en the researcher was 
dware that a local qJ.:ali fi cation program did not exist at FISC 
Det Washington. Because one desired outcome of ~his research 
WdS r.o f>stablish a qualificdtion program , the question was 
asked in the hopes of generating some sol:;'d recormnendations as 
a baseline for this new program. Some respondents apparently 
took the DAWIA qualiU cation program for the basis of the 
quest ion and responded accordingly . 
The survf>Y asked for opinions and recommendations; 
thereforf>, it. did not lend i tself to easy "scoTi ng" . In the 
following s e ction, a short paragraph explaining the intention 
of each question will precede presentation of the actual 
question. The responses will be grouped by grade leve l and a 
representative sample of answers will he provided . The 
analysis will discriminate betwe en grade levels and , where 
appropriate, between junior and senior contract specidlists. 
In no case will an idf>a or remark be omitted unless lhe 
concept has already been presented . 
C . QUES TI ONNAI RE CONTENT 
The questionnaire gathered information on the experience 
leve l of t~e 1 102c; and how long they have bee n at the cOll'lna.nd. 
Figures 1 a n d 2 p r ovide these data . Th!": r emainrl.er of thj s 
chapter wi l l cover the spec i. fic qu estions and analysis of 
those ques tior.s . 
Years of Experience 
o o· ~ 11'1 3·5 
.6 10 . 11-1 5 
Kill 16". Mo' . 
Fi gure 1: Experience in yea r s 
Years at FISC DET Wash 
[J 0 _3 
. 6·10 
II 4 · 5 
. 11or more 
Figure 2: Years at Corr.mand 
1. Training and Qualification Weaknesses 
The expectation from question In was to receive responses 
that provide clear direction of where fundamenta l problems 
within the training and qual i f ication programs exist. Wi th 
these weaknesses identified a prospective training or 
qualification program could be deve l ope d that avoid these sort 
of weaknesses . Th e spe ci f ic question was; 
Question *1: What are t he current training or 
qualification weaknesses that you perceive in the 
1102 contract specialist conununity? 
Respons e s: 
(l) GS-7 , 
Training: 
Responses among this group ranged from those who have not 
experienced any training to those who fe l t there were some 
significant problems. General l y speaking there was a desire 
among t his group to receive specific training on issues that 
are of immediate concern to t he intern . The 7s we re basically 
looking for training from the supervisor when they are 
assigned projects . They wanted speCific direction on specific 
issues and a trial period wi t h practical e xperience . As one 
stated, "they [interns l were aSSigning them a task: or project 
without i t being explained p roperly at the beginning. " Five 
of the thirteen echoed this response in some manner. 
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AI'-lother cO;1cern was wit_h job rotation and expcsure to new 
and different types of work . T:!1ey recognized the benefIts o f 
a variety of work experiences and exposure tu new supervisors. 
They a l so expressed concern t:hat they receIve contI icting 
answers when they go too h i ghe r 1 e ve l s. 
Four of the th::"rt een respondents have not received t h e 
Contract_ing Fundar:lfo'rlta l s course (CON 101). This appeared to 
be a con ~_ cnt_ i ous i SAue with those who have not received '--his 
I n s ome cases at least par t_ of the blame was p laced 
en t he ccrrunand as it was p ereived as a lack of commitment t o 
th e professiona l deve l opment :If these ir:div t dua l s. 
There was one comment that the heavy workload put: ;,; 
pressure on Lhe intern. Thi s pressure t r anslates into 
i ncomplete resea r ch by the i nt_e rns when attempting to find 
s olutions to cant r act .. i ng problems. Fina l l y, there was 
conur,ent on the ne e d far corr.puter skill;,; training in new 
software programs. 
Quali fi cation: 
The respom:;es concerning the qualifica':.ion program were 
largely i rre1evant to the t rue aim of the questio!l which was 
to establ ish an in - bouse quali f icat ion program. Th.is was not 
the fau] t of the re;,;po!ldents who took the question in the 
context of the DAWIA program. This was the ca;,;e for all 
r esponses in this category and t herefore t.he responses will 
not be address e d f or any pay grade. 
(2) GS - 9 : 
Trai ning: 
ThiO' group generally responded that the training was 
e ither too basic or overwhelmjng depending on the experience 
leve l of t_he int_ern. Another conunent stated that there 
appeared to be no agenda. for the training anu that it 
l argely random . None of t he 9s conunented on the OJT 
specifically . 
(3) CS - ll: 
Training: 
Recognized the importance of OJT but cited a lack of one-
on - one training or a perception that supervisors do not 
p88sess suf f icient management skills to deliver this t_ype of 
Lraining . The 11.s mentioned the difficulty of passing a 
trerr.endous amount of information coupled with the constant 
policy c.hanges inherent to the business. 
Several GS - l1S cOIllTlented on the DAWIA classes. They were 
generally not impressed with t he content of these courses and 
fel t them to be too basic. Whil e DAWIA courses are outside 
the scope of this research , it is wort h noting that there is 
genera l dissat i sfaction with these courses. 
(1) GS - 12: 
Training: 
As a group they were generally concerned with management 
deve lopme!1t type c ourses as oppo;:;ed to func t ional development. 
This would be cO!1s is t ent with a person looking to move up into 
management, who already possesses a good grasp of the 
contracting process. There were also concerns [or tra i ning 
that focused on updating contracting specialists after new 
::::-cgulat.ions were i mplemented. Agajn , t.h i s desire for executive 
level tra-:'n i ng is cO:lsistent with what a seasoned contract. 
specia l 1St wou l d desire . 
One mentioned that training comes too late in the 
process . Thif'; pe.:::"son went say that contracting i s 
comma:) s ense and j udgment, wh::'cll is best ga i ned thr-Qugh 
experl.ence . 
b_ Ana.1ysi.s 
Genera l l y speaking the 7s and 9s had .::-eservat i ons 
cancer-ning specif i c training on contrac t is s ues and the more 
senior 1 102s were conce!:""ned with t::::-aining in management 8::.:.ills 
a~ld keepl!":!g up t.o date on new rules and regu l ations . 
The fi::::-st i ssue this analysis wi ll address is the type of 
training these 1102s are r-equesting. Based on the responses 
the 11028 c an oe b.:::-oken into two g::::-oups . The fi.:::-st gr-OllP is 
junio.:::- ] 1 02s (7s and 9s) whicb, Eor- this research, will b e 
cons i dered ncvices. The second group is the senior 1102s (11s 
and 12>;) who are lTId.kiIlg the transition to becoming Ol\WIA l evel 
III qllJlified or experts in the fie l d of cont.:::·acting. '"['he one 
Lieutenant was grouped with the junior 1 1. 028 b ecause the 
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researcher fel t the training need more closely approximated 
the 9s. The training needs of a novice are very different 
from those of individuals approaching Ule expert level . The 
novices ' requirements are for specific pr'oblem solving 
r.ra~n~ng and the expert foCUS is general problem solving 
training. A d ist inction must be made between specific problem 
solving and general problem solving and this is done v ery 
el oquently by Mr. Gordon Campbell of the Army :'ogistics 
[>',anagemen:: College; [Re f 4, p. 4] 
Whereas specific problem solving which is usually 
the application of a specific rule, formulae , etc. 
in a specific circumstance , general problem solving 
entai l s Lhe ability or s ki lJ to recognize, 
assimilate, sort, and we ight multivarient and 
some'.imes confl icting information ,_0 resolve 
conflicts in whi ch no specific rulF'S exist . 
Decision making and subsequent action in this 
F'llvironrnent reqll ires reasoning as opposed to action 
based on a reason (i . e. just foJlowi.ng the rule). 
Gene~al/Specific problem solving also regui~e 
reasoning to predict the general consequences and 
implications of any given specific decision made 
for a specific reason. The difference between a 
novi ce ' s approach to problem solving (for us, DoD 
Level I & II) and that of an expert (DoD Level III 
certified) . 
Accepting t hese definitions, the focus on the training 
program should be that of providing specific problem solving 
trai.ning to t he jUniur 1102s and general problem solving 
training to the senior 1102s. There a:::-e no absolutes t o this 
focus because there will be cases whe:::-e the senior peopl e need 
and will want spec i. fic p:::-oblem solving training just as t~ere 
wil l be cases where general problem solving training i8 
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appropr iate to the jun i o~ peopl e . Ultimately the training 
prO']Tam, especial ly OJT, nust be tai lored to the individual to 
maximiz e the b enef it to thdt ir:dividua l . 
OIle g enerdl grcup cf responses cen t- ered on the issue of 
whether the fo::;:us of training should be on broad topics as 
opposed to specific topics. This group felt the broad topics 
we re t..oo gene ral. and therefore leRs relevant than t opics thdt 
could be pu t to '..lse imrr.edidLely. This.is a classic dilemma of 
<loy l o c a l t r aining program . The rea l is;;;ue is getting the 
training to the i:1dividuals whe:1 they :1eed it, which is whe n 
training is mos t valuable LO both the individudl and the 
organizdtion . lis stated hy one consul tLlnt on the subject : 
"Trai:1ing succeeds when pdrticipants n eed it , know they n e ed 
i t". and bel ieve ir. wil l work. In other wo nts, t.he training 
s olu t i.on must be d direct response to an orga:Jizatio:1's 
spec i fic prohlem or :1eed."[Ref 5, p . 18] This article went on 
t.o say that information overload will make poor performance 
1.Joorer . The key i s to give trainees only what they absolute) y 
need to k:1Ow, when they need it to perform their jobOl 
successfu l ly . This does not mean thdt group t raining is not 
appropr ia t e . I:. does lead to Lhe conclus ion that s mall 
groups consiRting ::> f individua l s with similar backsrollnds is 
the r:i.gh t approach as a cOmple!llent to c losely supervised Q,TT. 
One respo:ldent stat.ed c hat one-an - one training from the 
branch heads was "at times n onexis tenL." A..'"l.other suggested 
t ha t they shou l d conduct training when they as s i g n new tasks. 
The lTldjor focus of OJT is to get training to tbe individual as 
they need it . An important benefit. is that the intern learns 
to do things just the way the boss wants them done. In 
addition he wi ll learn to m~et the expectations of his 
superv isor ami the supervisor will easi ly recognize the 
advantage of this. 
This concept of "Just. in Time Training'· is used 
effect i vely at the John Hancock Mutual Life Insurance Company 
wher e '·Life-spanning" education and training has been an 
integral part of the finn's culture. J\ccording to their 
direct-or of hun-an resources , Mr. Les Hemmings, Just in Time 
Training is used t.o provide emp loyees assigned to a new 
project with the skills to implement and manage iss\Jes 
specific to that project. At John Hancock the Just in Time 
Training are one of many programs that are available as part 
of their training and education program. Within the 
management ranks there are similarities betw~en the 1102s at 
~ISC Oet. Wash ington and t.i1e employees at John Hancor:k where 
both organizations recruit highly qualified cmployees and must 
ensure their t_~chnical skills are state - Of - the - art. [Ref 9, p. 
15] 
Tr.e problem of timely receipt of the Contrar:ting 
Fundamentals course, CON 101, was a significant concern for 
those who have not yet taken it. An analysis of this problem 
sbowed that t:'lere was some disparity between a "Mechanicsburg" 
int~rn {those interns r~cruited and brought in under the 
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na:::iona l program) and the "FISC" i nter n (those hired at the 
local leve l ) as to when the intern received a quota for the 
CON 1 01 course. Thf> Mechanicsburg inlerns y-eceived a quota 
for these schoo l s in a relatively timely manner whLle Lhe FISC 
interns somet ime s had to wai.t ten months or longer for a CON 
10 1 q clOta . The CON 1 01 couy-se encompi;isses t_he entire 
contracting process from receipt of a .t:urchasf> request through 
cont"_ract cOr:lpletion and cont_ract c l oseout . The course is 
designed for students new to the contracting workforce either 
as entry - level or crossovers from other career fie l ds. [Ref 
7, p. 48] It seems intuitively obvious that a contract 
fundaIT.entals cour;;;e, required of all 11028, should l:::>c taken by 
interns at approximately the same time. Proper research 
proLocol UOf>S not permit the researcher to make this leap of 
faith, therefore a search of the literature is required. 
study published i n the Journal of Applied Psychology looked at 
the effect i veness of cro;;;s - cultural management_ training of 65 
U . .s. Goverorr_ent employees. Participants who received a 
combination of training in various disciplines disp l ayed 
significantly higher performance on a role play task than 
those in the no - training control group. [Ref 10, p. 952J This 
sLudy seems to lend credihilit"_y to the beUef that the 
contracting fundamentals course, CON 101, should be taken by 
all 1182 s at approx imately the same time and tbat a delay of 
on e year seems F!xcessive and counterproductive to the 
8rgan izat_ion. 
A.s for the optimal time to take CON 101, the consensus 
among the supervisors and many lnterns the resea:::-cher spoke 
w ] th was that t his should occu::::- between three and six months 
aft!;>!' reporting aboard. It was felt ::.hat the intern would 
have sufficien:: time to become acclimated to the contracting 
wo::::-Id to make the cou -::se relevant, and yet not have so much 
experience as to make the course redundant. The DAU course 
catalog states ::hat they design this course fo r students new 
to the cant ract:.ing workforce , however, it does not provide any 
reccUlr:lendations when a p.!'ospec t i ve student should take the 
Training needs 
A question regarding wha t the interns themselves thought 
th!;>ir training needs are was considered e ssential to this 
:cesea::::-ch. It was anticipated that by having the interns 
identify what was important to them, and building the training 
program wi th that in mind, the program would have broad 
sU!Jport from :.he users. The specific question was; 
Question #2: What do you the specific training 
needs of mid- career or intern contract special i sts 
personnel? 
Responses 
(1) GS - 7 
A common theme among this g::::-oup was the desire fo::::-
s pecific guidance from their superviflors at Ule time the 
in ternS need it . They scressed proact i ve training versus 
reactive and wanted training at thp beginni. ng of a project 
v i.ce someone who sinply "grades'· their work. They are looking 
for more hands on review o( work being done. As one intern 
stat!"d : " [To sac::.sfy the ] training needs of an intern requires 
a c l ose working relationship with their branch head. This 
training should be proactive venolUS reactive to ensure that_ 
when a new employee begins a new Lask, he or she knows the 
steps that need to be taken to successfully complete t heir 
task. " 
Th!"re was a concern abollt equity in trainjng. It appears 
there is the p!"rt:eption that the quality of the training 
varies frcm branch to branch. It yOIl are fort_llnate enough to 
be assigned to a b ranch head who is a good trainer, you are 
ahead of your contcmporaries. One r pspondent said ; '[You need 
to i know the ~ of what is going on . Knowledge at thi!'l 
command is very uneven . One [trainingl phl losophy prevails in 
one branch whi le Linot_her prevails i n another. ' 
Finally onc int_ern said: "Thp specific training needs are 
that of learning the general process of developing a contract . 
As one masters that , the training needs become that at gaining 
the wisdom (through practice p!"rhaps) tha: most speci al i sts 
who have been doing this work for r:lany years possess." 
(?) GS-9 
The GS - 9s focused on the nepu for training in specific 
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cor,tracting competencies such as cost analysis, cost rea l isrr, 
and negotidtion ~echniques, There is a concern that a good 
deal of ::he training they receive is not pertinent to their 
pos i tions, One intern said: "A lot of Lhe training programs 
foc'.ls on providing intormati8n at such a basic level that it 's 
wo:::-thless, [or it is] on topics that do nat have relevance to 
our positions," 
In addition to specifics on contracting competencies they 
are looking for training in policy and regulation. As stated 
by one respondent: "Mid - career interns need more specific and 
in - depth discussion of certain issues/topics which may be 
pertinent to their work., such as awareness of various policies 
which may affect ~heir work, " 
Finally they are looking for experience in a wide range 
of contracling situations, As one stated: ' Exploring 
getLir.g experience in various types of contracts (Firm Fixed 
Price (FFP), Cost type, Ir.definite Delivery Indefir,i te 
Quantity (ID1Q), Letter, Requirements e tc,) . " This is 
consistent with a group making the transition from basic 
contracting kna wledge :: 0 more in - depth knowledge. 
(3) GS - U 
They are looking faT more specialization in contracts , 
They are intE'rested in 1 ega 1. issu es and the intricacies of 
complic.ated issues such as Federal Information ProcE'l:lsing 
(l" I Pj procurements. They are also looking at training in 
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thi ngs "outs ide the l ife l ines " such as field t~ips to Defense 
CO!ltract l>'.a.nagement. A~ea Office:DCMAO), Defense Contract 
Aud i t Agency (D;::AA) , and Defense Finance and Accounting 
Servi ce (D},AS) off ices . Some specific compe tencies mentioned 
were: CradJe too g~ave best val ue, Cost Plus Fixed Fe", (CPFF), 
Services contractic.g, negotiati ons, delermining ubj",ctives for 
negotiations Ihow t o analyze proposals), communications lype 
training, cost analysis, cost realism and public-: policy 
t ra i ning . 
They stated t hat t he training should be applicabl e and 
focused on individuals' exper ience level. In addition, as one 
said: "The :nost important thing is d supervisor who has the 
time t o he l p you. O,TT is f U!ldamental. Secondly, good written 
r e source s are of t~cmendous help in O,TT.· This person was 
l ooking for a desk reference manual . 
( 4) GS · l2 
This g roup was also looking "outside the office" [or such 
thir,gs 38 e x ecutive leve l training to prepare tnem for 
supervisory pos i t ions " I n addit ion they wou l d 1 ike t r aining 
Regarding DCAA, DF'AS , and contractor CO!lce r ns , They are 
l ooking to take thal c.ext step . As one responde nt stated: 
"Onc e a contracting specialist reaches mid - career or the end 
o~ the int€'rn program, there are no formal guide lines as 
which c l asses shoul d be taken in order for tIle p e rson 
:Uecome qualified f or a c-:ontract ing otfic:er posi t ion, "" 
They were also looking for efficient ways to stay up to 
date on the latest changes without having to spend two weeks 
at a school. 
b. AnaJysis 
The first issue that will be addressed concerns equity in 
tra i ning and the perception that the quality of the training 
varies from branch to branch. This issue gets to a very 
important aspect of OJT, that issue being the abi l ity of the 
supervisor to impart knowJ edge as the trainee needs it. This 
wa s touched on in the analysis of queslion l with the 
discussion of Just in Time Training, but it goes further. The 
ab:i l ity to impar t knowledge goes beyond the contracting 
comswtency level of the supervisor and the ability to 
corrnnunicate really gets to the heart Of being a good leader or 
manager. The supervi sor is assumed t o be proficient in the 
ru les and regulations of contracting. Therefo re , it is their 
development as a trainer that will pay significant dividends 
ClS a 1'. investment in the f uture. The concept o f "train the 
trainer", where they invest resources in those personnel whom 
they will then expec t to instruct other workers is appropriate 
i n th i s sel ting. 
A benefit to using technically competent line supervisors 
as lrainers ensures that the technical training does not turn 
into irrelevant education. [Ref 6 , p. 5J The intern is 
receiving training for a specif:ic task at t he time he or she 
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needs le. 
One tech:lique that is in favor wieh the trainlng 
conUl"lunity is a praclice - oriented "do - and - debrief" approach as 
opposed to the old " te l l~show · and-do'· mode l . The old system 
had the intruc t or expa in the process and the student 
expected to pertorn\ t he task: as demonstrated. Tn the new 
system: [Ref 5 , p. 18 1 
Putt i ns the emphasis on do i ng Lakes the burden of 
responsibil ity for learn i ng off the learner. I n 
addition to s t ressIng hands-on learning, the do -
and-debri.ef method provides an opportuni t y for 
ongoing discussion, both during and after practice. 
The burden of nw.king l earning work is on the 
instructor , whose j ob isn't to talk but. to watch 
1 earner perfonnance and help learners understand 
training points. 
The researcher takes exception to the first sentence 
about t.dking the responsibIlity for learn i ng off the intern. 
Clear'ly there is a significant respons i bility f or the intern 
to learn and within the context that this was ta.ken, that was 
the int ent. The passage does have validity as it addresses 
the nee d for the supervisor to help the intern understand 
traini.ng poinls. This addresses the desire of the CS-7s LO 
have their work. reviewed as it is progressing . The feedback 
between the supervisor and intern should be to clear up 
specific issues, but on a larger scale, it should be to check 
the learning progress of the intern. 
A word of caution 1s i n order because simpl y training the 
supe::-visors on how to be a better t.rainer will not solve this 
problem compleeely . T:'le of this problem is how 
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supervisors dea l with subordinates with respect c o job 
assignments and directing the intern's work, which will hove 
a major impact on the perception the intern has of the 
training he or she is ret.:eiving. Some people have a talent 
for clear explanation (which can be improve through training) 
and a keen sense of when a person does not understand a key 
concept aud how t.o he l p that person comprehend the issues. 
The essential aspects of management and leadership are 
inlerwoven in an OJT program and one cannot talk about 
improving the former without menlioning the latter. That 
said , it is beyond the scope of this research to deal with in-
d e pth managemen t and leadership issues. 
The GS -9s fot.:used or. contracting competencies such as 
cost andlysis, cost realism and negotiation techniques. A good 
definition of c;ompetency, for the purpose of this research, 
is: "the union of knowledge and skill, of idea and 
attitude . " [Ref 11, p. 8] This definition brings to light the 
complexi t y involved wi th becoming compelenL in any profession 
and is particularly appropriat.e for the contracting 
profession . The development of these competencies will lead 
to improved quality and efficiency and shoul d be the major 
focus of this tra ining program. 
In addit i on, the GS"9s were making the transition from 
learEing the "how to" to the "why" of the contrdcting 
profession. This is consistent with their stage in c a reer 
progression. Here the supervisor must take the additional 
t i me to provide a marc in - dept.h explanation ot the contracting 
situation<l with which these people are dealing. 
There was a general concern for rules and regulation 
updating among the 9s, 11s and 12s. They were looking for an 
efficient way to keep up·to -date without going to a lengt.hy 
school. Because the;;e rule changes affect everyone , 
conducting some of this tra i ning in larger groups would be 
approprJ.ate . Not let.t i ng the groups become too large is 
i mportant in order to allow for discussions. The benefit to 
the group discussion is that they give everyone the command's 
interpretation of the rule 's impact i n an efficient ma.nner and 
there is an opportuniLY to clear up disagreements or 
misunderstandings . 
Several responses mentioned the need to have good written 
resources wilhin arms reach . They were looking for a resource 
that. wi ll provide clear direction on how to do Lhings and 
answer speci!:ic questions. This resource, an operating manual 
for the cont-ract s pecialist, would allow the individual more 
independence by not having to ask the supervi sor questions. 
This would free up bolh the supervi;;or and the intern's time. 
One difficulty will be the resource reqi.tirements for 
developing i t and mai.ntaining the guide through periodiC 
updates. ':'his guide would be more feasible on ;;impler type of 
contract is s ues or t:hose which are done freque n tl y at the 
command . An example of a topic that might be appropriate is 
Jus t if i cati::m and Approva l (J&As). The developrr.ent of this 
type of resource would require extensive management review 
because it would quickly become "the gospel " to the workers. 
It is evident that the idea of a continuum of training is 
emerging from the responses. The basic training that a GS-7 
desires and is rel evant to their world is quite diffe::::ent from 
the training requirements of a GS - 12, not only in content but 
in delivery . The one COImlon theme, however, is the desire to 
be given some direction and training prior to the start of a 
task. 
3. Fonnal Training Received 
The purpose of this question was to develop a pictuce of 
where this cOImland is with respect to the l eve l o f forma.1 
training . In order to develop a training program that reduces 
redundancy and yet is comprehensive you must have an 
appreciation f or what the interns have already accomplished. 
The specific questiun wa s ; 
Question #3: What formal contracting t raining have you 
attended·" NOTE; The contracting courses that are 












Contracting Fundamenta l s 
Operational TJcvel Contracting Fundamentals 
Facil i ties contracting Fund amenta l s 
Contract Pricing 
Ope r at i onal Level Contract Pri Cing 
Facilities Contract Pricing 
Government Contract Law 
Intermediate Contracting 
Intermediate Conlract Administration 









Intermediat e Facilities Cont r<lct Management: 
In t en:lediate Contract Pricing 
Overhead Managemen t for Defense 
Cos:. Accounting Standards Workshop 
:nformation Techaolcgy conLractiug 
Ex ecu t ive Contracting 
Executiv e Cost and Price Analysi s 
Managefl'.ent [or Contracting Executives 
Responses 
tIl GS-7 
The responses ranyed from none t o quite iln extensiv e list_ 
of Nine of the i n,_er!1s have at. tended the 
fundamentals course , CON 101 , tour have not . As one intern 
who has not received the basic course said: "1 have not 
atLended CON 101; I hav e bee!l. r.ere eight mont :"1S . I am 
concerned that it_ will af fect my career growth ." Another 
state d that he has been aboard nine months dnd does not expect_ 
to get t_he basic course for anot:her four to five months_ 
(2) GS-9 
All f our have co:npleted CON - 10l and CON 104 as a minimum . 
OLhers have atteIlded PUR lOl - Small purchase , and CON-201. 
D) GS-11 
The ll s have completed CON - l 01 and CON - l04 and in 
addition some have received: 211, 231, a negot_iation works:'lOp, 
and a GSA sponsored bes t value course_ 
(4) GS-12 
The 12s have completed many courses ment ion e d above with 
th e follcwing additions: Quantitative methods QMT- 345, 
Advanc e d administration, Advanced legal issues, Source 
se l ection beSL value, Cons t ruction mods, A&E, facilities, 
Advdnced construction. 
b. iUlalysis 
The one surprising aspect was the delay some interns 
experienced in attendin~ the basic CON 101 cou~se and that it 
was appal-ently not an isolat_ed instance. It seemed to the 
researcher unusual that an in tern cou l d be at a corrunand as 
long as one year wi thout goiog to the basic course. The 
obvious dissatisfaction this would cause would not be confined 
tc the individual, but would be a message heard by the other 
interns about the command's corruni tment to train i ng. The 
~esearcher, having spent approximately three weeks at this 
command, is certain that FISC Det Washington, is no t sending 
a message of apathy to the interns with respect to training. 
The opposite appears, by virtue of sponsoring this thesis, 
among many oLher actions, that they are very committed to the 
training of their interns and contract specialists. The 
command app ears to be working the quota issue to bring the 
problem of these delays under control. The reader is asked to 
refer t o question ~ Ear further analysis all this delay and the 
timing of when to take CON 101. 
It appears tha t having some me asure of immediate semi-
forrl'.a l t_ raining an intern could receive before at_tending the 
fundamental~ cour~e (CON 101) would be beneficia l , especially 
if the jnLern is going LO be delayed a substantial amount of 
This training wou l d not be a subs t. itute for CON 10 1 , 
since this course is required for DAWIA leve l 1 certification. 
4 . Description of in-house training 
The purpose of t .his question was to gain informat_ion on 
the command's training program from the recipients. It was 
expec t ed that t:'1e y would bring out both strong and weak 
points . It should be noted that several months prlor to t his 
survey , :.he command changed the focus of their training 
program from one where all 1102s received the same training at 
the sarr~ time, to one c onsis t ing of sma l ler groups of similar 
pay grades receiving training tailored to thel r k nowledge 
level and experience. Under the new system, GS -7s and 9s were 
trained as a group and GS - l 1s and 12s we re another group. For 
the purposes of de s cript i on and analysis those responses 
critical of the previous system of training will not be 
addressed . Th e specific question was: 
Ques t ion #4: Describe your in - house training program. 
Responses 
(J. ) GS - 7 
The responses ranged from a descrip t ion oE a robust, 
relevant and highl y beneficial training program t o onE'! that is 
sporadic, unorganized and ineffective ." Speaking to the 
change in format one respondent stated; 
[The] in -house training has improved. Now they 
have in - house training for GS-7s in which the 
division director meets with the interns and can 
give a better and more thorough explanation of the 
s uoject matter. 
One concern was the lack of time to participate 
meaningful t raining due t o the heavy workload. As sLated by 
interr. : 
The in - house training program has much pot entia l 
beca'Jse it is a highly supportive effort . However, 
the high work load given t o interns sometimes 
diminishes the t raining experience due to [the] 
lack of opportunity to fully participate 
"mer-tally" . 
One individual describes the training program in this 
The training offered every month by the division 
d irectors has been very beneficial and helpful in 
my daily duties. I would like to see it continue, 
ar.d perhaps increase to address more specific 
topics, however, at a micro level branch heads 
need to fil l in the gaps where appropriat.e. 
Th i s speaks to the desire for a training program that 
teaches Lopic3 that may not be needed irrunediately , but is 
still re l evant to their development. 
(2) GS-9 
The range of conunents were equally diverse CIS with the 
7s. One cOIT'mented: ' Our in-house training program consists of 
sporad i c e v en t,! that do not appea r to have any connection , 
with t;.neven qual i t y at in t ormation. " Whi l e another described 
i. t as: 
[The] in-houfle [train ing program] e ntai ls a wide 
ranJ2 of topics trom equitable adjustment to how to 
wr ite a Business Clearance Me!Tlorandum (SCM). In-
house t raining was also used to provide information 
on latest deve l opments s u ch a s FASA . I t's good." 
I n add i t i on they mentioned thaL t:J.ey conducted training 
mail.' (the cOIlL'1land ' s LAN E -mai l s yst em)andt:.1e 
Tn t ernet on top i cs such as loca l p o l icy changes as well a s DON 
and DoD wide changes . 
(3 ) GS - 11 
The y descr i bed a tra i ning program that to some lacked 
value but was focused on the day - too - day OJT wi.th t h e qual ity 
vary ing depend i ng upon the s upe rvisor. One f e l t that the onl y 
st ructure d and recurring tra i ning was on "eLhi cs" whi ch was 
delivered wi th legal personnel . 
('1) GS- 1 2 
Again the range was from g ood to somewhat inadequate. 
One described it as "I nformal lecture s by branch heads, legal 
staff. or division directorf) regarding areas of i ntere st or 
areas t hat the speaker !'Jpecial i z es in . " 
b . Analysis 
One of Lhe concerns was the lack of time to participate 
i n meaningful training due to the heavy workload . This theme 
was appare nt throughout t he responses . One fundamental aspect 
of this training program, wbich will not aIld cannot be 
answered by this research , is how much time an intern , 
contract specialist. or supervisor is wi l ling to spend OIl Uleir 
prof essional developnent outside normal working hours . I.t is 
unrea J istic to expect t hat two workers , one that puts in extra 
hou r s on professional deveJ opment and one that dttemElts to 
work all. the ir development strictly during "working hours" wi 11 
be at the same proficient l y level after a given amount of 
time. It is also unreal is t ic that a comrnar.d could dictate 
(given Government work regulations) that an emp l. o y ee work on 
pro f essional development on their own time. At FISC Det 
washing t on, they make the opportunity ava i lable for thos e 
employees wh o wish to engage in prof essional development 
outside working hours to do so and many interns do j ust that. 
The re s earcher believes that this is the appropriate and 
responsible approach to take. 
Responden t s brought up the issue of workload pressure 
causing training to be delayed . This was a recurring theme 
and one with which the researcher has first hand experience in 
the Navy. Within <lIly organization there well always be 
compet i tion tor the worker ' s time between training and 
production . :::t is also intuitive tbat there is an optimal 
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amount of training that will maximize the benefit to the 
organization . Cl earl y, in the long run, no training iR just 
as bad as training excl u s ivel y at Lhe expeORe of produc t ion, 
therefo r e lhere shou l d be an optirr.a l mix of time spent on 
train.lng to maximize the benefit to the organization . 
Un f ort:.mately, f i nd i ng chi s optimal mix wou l d be a very 
compl ex uptimization problem with a large number of variabl e s 
and is beyond the sccpe of this thesis , however , this the si" 
wil l attempt to make a rea"onable approx-:mation that wil l give 
FISC :eet Washington a good start on f inding thi s optimdl mix. 
The responses show a wide disparity of opi.nion concerning 
the effectiveness of the training program. This seems to 
i ndicate some dissatisfaction with the program and therefore 
room for improvement. 
5 _ Who shoul d c o nduct training? 
This question was includ ed to examine what the peop l e 
receiving the training f e lt about who should be delive r lng the 
training. '::'he a s sumption o f. the researcher at the beginning 
of this study was that the supervisors should be conducting 
the hulk of OJ'I' training . The spec-i fie question was : 
Que stion # 5 : Who should conduct training? Figure 3 
prov::'des a depiction of the respons es . 
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Who Should Train 
0 ", ffil~' .", • 12, 
Figure 3. Recommended Tral.ners 
Note: f!t.:ultiple votes allowed; 
BH .. Branch head 
Responses 
(1) GS-7 
They were almost evenly split between having branch heads 
(supervisors) and GS - 12s conduct the training, with a good 
percentage, 50%, feeling that other interns could conduct the 
tr.aining. Some comments reflected the frustration that thf> 
branch heads simply do not have the time and that they do not 
seem to enjoy doing the training anyway. The sentiment seemed 
to be that the correct person is the one who is knowledgeable 
i n the subj ect, is motivated to conduct t raIning and can 
explajn things at a basic level . With the exception of the 
level at which trajning is conducted, this is probably a good 
mix of a.ttributes fo r any training program . These were the 
results : 
Bran::.:!:l Heads~, Interns~, GS - 12s~ , Other: 
Division Directors--..£_ , Subject Matter Expert~ 
(~ ) GS-9 
There comments from the 98 . These were the 
r esu l ts: 
BraT'.ch Hcads~, Int.e rns----L' GS - 12s~ , Other: 
Division D i~ectors-L , Budget people-L 
(3 ) GS - ll 
This group was divided between thos e who fel t. t:hat it 
shou l d n ot be grade spe cif i c and those who telt it should be 
senior personnel . As one stated: "People who are 
knowledgeabl e and skilled at training whether they are branch 
heads, senior specialis t s 0':- interns . If they like to tra i n 
then 1 e t t_hem , if they don · t then don t t make them." Another 
person felt differently and stat ed "I f r.ot a branch l1ead , then 
those ~ {not bel ow} branch head ." T:J.ese were the results : 
Branc:'l f:leads----L , Interns~, GS - 1. 2 s~, Other : 
Subjec t Matter Expert~ , Divi sion DirectQr~, 
DCMAO, OCAA , DFAS~ 
(4 ) GS - l? 
These int erviewees felt that branch heads 0:::: division 
directors should be conducting the t raining . In facL when you 
combine the GS - l l s and l ?'s they felt that branch hedds or 
divisjon directors should be conducting the trainir.g rather 
t.han other 12 s by almost a four t.o one ratio (19 t.o 5). 
suggestion was to have outside people in related fieldS 
conduct.ing training on contracting spec i fic iE:lsues, however, 
they should review these lessons at the appropriate level t_u 
ensure they are consist.ent with the policy and procedures at 
FISC Det Washington. In addition there was a suggesticn that 
GS - 12s wOlild conduct it in working groups with case study 
format . These were the resul ts: 
Branch Heads~, Interns~, GS - 12s-----.L, Other: 
Subject Matter Experts~, Division Directors_L, 
Outside people------i....., 
b. Analysis 
After reviewing the results and spending time dt the 
command the assumption at the researcher that supervisors 
should conduct a ll the training was not necessarily correct 
and Lhat a mix is probably more appropriate. 
I t:. is intu i tive that the GS -7 s and 98 could benefit from 
the experience of the lIs and 12s who have participated in or 
completed the inLernship program . The helpful tips and 
experiences of these people are still fresh in their minds, 
giving these prospective trainers some e mpat hy for the 
struggles of the new interns . In turn Lhe experience of 
train i ng the GS-7s and 9s would be beneficial tu the 
mCl-nager j al and leadership gr8wth of the lIs and 12s. 
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The GS - ll s and 128 have different training goa l s, as 
discussed in analysis of question 2, tha~ goal being 
managerial development . It is certainly more appropriate for 
this type of training to be conducted by branch heads and 
d.ivision directors . This is cO:1sis ~ ent with their desire for 
training on subj ects such as execucive deve l opment issues . I t 
would not be inappropria t e, however., to have subject matter 
experts conduct training in thei~ area of expertise even if 
this meant a junior person was conducting the training. 
As a supervisor there is no getting around the 
rpquiremenL t o conduct OJT with your. subordinates. I t is the 
more fo.rmal training that i s conducted in group sessions that 
was the aim of t his quest.ion . I n this setting, it should be 
those who wa:1t to do the traini:1g and are quaLified that 
should be taking the lead. There shou l d be no reason Lhat a 
knowledgeable 11 or 12 cannot lead a training session, 
especially if it is for 7s a:1d 98 . The burde:1 of review as 
far as cont-ent shouLd still be conducted by management t o 
ensure the paterial is up t o date and correct . 
6. Adequacy of t r aining prog ram 
purpose of this question was to solicit responses 
L"1at would i l lustrate how =ar the program goes in sa::-.isfying 
the Ileeds of the interns. Given the interns' view of the 
adequacy of the program, the researcher Ciln a.ttempt to fill in 
03 
'The question O!l t h e qualif i cat ioYl program should be 
disregar ded because there was !lO qualification program (DAWIA 
was not the intention of this question) in place at FISC . One 
of the goals of this research is to put together a 
qualification prograr:\, tllerefore the responses will be 
ana l yzed whe re they can shed light on what to i nclude in a 
prograrc or to avoid. The specific question was ; 
Question # 6: Is your l ocal command i n - house program 
adequate? How would you like to see it changed including 
spe cific ways to improve i t ? Figures", and :J provides a 
depic t ion of the responses. 
Training Program 
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'Wllning Qml"' lf ;i!;;.:atlQIl 
Yes---.J_ , No--,-- = Yes~, No-->-
Yes~, No~ G.'i:...il3. Yes~, No~ 
Yes--3_ , No~ GS~ Yes~, No--.-fi_ 
Yes ---.:.L, No~ ""-'-12. Yes~, No-",--
Yes---.2..Q, )Jo~ Total Yes~ , NolJL 
'0% 40% Percentage 25% 75% 
Responses 
(1) GS - "J 
Training: 
The ma j ority felt the training program was adequate. 
Inc l uded in the responses were some sol ia recommendat ions on 
how to improve the program. The the!lle of the reCOmP.1endatioIls 
is to have a program that is well - structured, has logical 
sequencing of topics, and is conducted in small size groups 
wi:.h individuals of a similar knowledge level. In addition, 
the one · on one training should be conducted when they assign 
new tasks. One intern asked for more fonnal computer 
tralnlog. 
One respondent mentioned that the program has changed for 
the better, stating; 
It has changed. The division directors now give 
training to GS-7s on specific topics they feel are 
i mportant to us. The setting is smal l er and 
interns can ask a lot more questions without 
fee l ing intimidated by the GS-118, 128 and brClnch 
heads. 
One intern got to the heart of the problem stating; 
That's a tough question becCluse you don't want to 
have too much training or else the work will not be 
done. The key is eftective training. The lawyers 
do the best job out of anyone in providing 
excellen:-. training! lllEA; KOs should set aside 
specific times during the day when they can :.rain a 
new intern without interruption. 
Another brought up the problem of work versus training by 
stating; 
I keep focusing in on work load. The variety of 
work and case complexity is not a problem, it is 
actua l l y a great benefit. However, I feel I miss 
out of some pertinent and important foundation 
knowledge because I'm over extended a t times. 
Perhaps aD improvement would be a better balance of 
scheduled work and scheduled training times. 
Getling lO the question at training when t hey assign 
work, one intern suggested Lhat; 
At the branch head level, I would like to see a 
policy implemented where if a 1102 is to begin a 
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One in t_ern hrought up key issues of information sharing 
and making t he training fun. Stat.lng: 
Qualification; 
There '...-e re few COImlents in re s ponse Lo t his question, but 
theme was to ass i st FISC int.erns in receiving necessary 
c l asse~J. Also, cO:ltinually review l eve l of work being done 
and incr ease the complexi t y as the i nterns progress. 
(2) GS-9 
Training: 
The concerns and recommendations of t.hese indi vidual s 
were similar to t hose of the "s in that the training program 
shUL:ld cons i st of set topics that each person should recei ve 
at diffe:::-ent points of his or h e:::- career. In addition the 
t.raining topics should be consistent wit h the person' s grade 
leve l (·/s & 9s together). Fina l l y as one stated: "Whoever is 
giving it should cut. right to the chase and tel l us how thi s 
comrnand wants someth i ng done. ,. Thl s comment is speaking to 
the desire to know the command "philosophy" on various 
contracting issues . 
Qualification: 
Again the COlTIJl'.ents echoed those of the 7s , as one stated: 
"Someone ' s level of responsibility should increase with the 
level of experience." They are looking fo r the qualification 
program to be progressive and take int.o account the 
individua l ' s talents and efforts at improvement . 
{3) GS-ll 
Training: 
The majority felt the training program was not adequaLe. 
One provided some excellent input including the suggestion 
that they should train the branch heads and senior specialists 
i n how to give OJT . Again this get.s back to the "train the 
Lrainers" concept mentioned previously. Another suggestion 
WdS to discuss the "whys" and cause a nd effect . The theme of 
these suggesLions WdS that training should b e more case study 
and discussion rather than presentat::'on . They mentioned that 
they should make assignments prior to training and the 
training session should be devoted to discussion. 
OIle particularly comprehensive opinion offered the 
following ten recommendations and suggestions: 
1.. Allow people who enjoy training and are knowledgeable 
to present training . 
2. Don't force anyone to present training. 
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3. Focus on crea t ing a desk-guide rE'source. 
4. Train b:::-anch heads, and Senior specialists to give OJ']:' 
to int.erns . 
5. Make allowances fo:::- thoRe people who do t raining 
don r t expec t thei.r work output to he the same. 
6 . Allow Senior. specialists to do morc OJT , or give them 
warran t 8 so they can free up some of the branc-:h head I s 
7 . Don ' t send people to tra i ning (formal) who don ' t need 
it: . 
fl. Provide more inlroductory training for new interns. 
9. Encourage trainers to prepare we 11 by g i ving supporl , 
bonuses. 
l O. Provide up-fronl :::i,TT experiences expec ted in normal 
career progression . Look out f o r t h e interns to help 
them . 
Other Oluggest ions were to tie it t.o the work done and 
integrate it i nt.o a l arger training program, use video Lapes, 
place current training packages on the LAN and more hands on 
group exercises. 
Quali fica t ion: 
Understand.ably the 1 18 were mare int".erested 
qualificat.ion program than we re Lhe 78 and 9s because it is 
rEore relevant to them at th is point in thei r career. They 
were looking for "some type of guideline or path that. def.ines 
what type of contract actions one shou l d be exposed t o in 
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orde.::: La be proficient at the 13 level." 
Others were looking aL the qual ification program as a 
mea:1S and a path LO a warrant. As one stated '·We should al l ow 
12s and possibly 11.s to have limited warrants and to mentor 
under their current branch heads as contracting officers in 
training. It woul d be nice to set up a contracting officer-
tr-aining package to give wr-i tten guidance to newly war-r-anted 
contr-cctir,g officers. " 
(4) G5 -12 
Training: 
This gro up was looking for a program that would allow 
them to take executive courses to qualify for Lhe next level 
of their caree r . In addition, they wanted to bring in guest 
speakers and d j fferent viewpoints from support agencies to 
provide t raining. 
At leas t one respondent fel t that training should be more 
inclusive of other "I would like to 1 105B 
aIld 1106s attend some training given to 1102s. " This 
presumably would be for areas that cut across the ser-ies 
boundaries . 
Planning was also importunt • [have an l advance SChedule 
La al low fOT planning, many times we are called [for training 
at the ] lilst minute, we might have critical work [pending] 
reSl.:.ll;.ing in a lack of focus and minimal preparation." 
They also mentioned the idea of a transition training 
program from journeymen to manager. 
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Qualification: 
There was a great dea l ot in t erest in a qual i fication 
program as showed by the corrments. Tl"le assumpt i on was that 
this quaU f i cat i ::m program would ult i mately lead to a warrant. 
They are looking for a definit i ve path to qual i fy for a 
As oue respondent stated; 
a fOnT'.al program for qual i fying currently 
only receive s more responsibility fo r 
of work . There shou] d be 
responsibility delegated, for 
on being an acting branch head, 0:::-
branch head with 
Another suggestion was to "Empower senior 128 and braner. 
heads to handl e day-to - day operations . Eliminate the 148 
oversight. Downgrade the 1<16 and 138 and l et them be fi rst 
line supe-::visors." The assumption was that by pushing 
management r esponsibili ty down the line, the contracting 
warrant would stay wi th t_hat. responsibility. 
b_ Analysis 
Many of these top ics and suggestions have already been 
covered in the a nalysis of other questions . The j unior 
:'..nterns would like to have things explained before e:nbarking 
OIl a new task , rather t han having to fi g ure out an assignment 
an::i decide what questions need t.o be asked. This gets int.o 
t he philosophy of how y ou approach the individua l and the 
task . One school of t hought is that these people are co] lege 
g raduates wi t h at least a 3.5 GPA or higher. They shou ] d be 
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ab le to work independently and using inir~iat~ive figure Qut 
what r_he y need to know . The other school of thought is that 
if i t Lakes them one or two hours to figure out what a 
supe1:visor could t_,ell them in five minutes, is this a wise use 
of tirr_e? The answer of course is that it depends on the task . 
If during that two hours the intern not only learned the 
answer but_ the process of how to find future answers quickly 
and accurdtely, then most woul d agree that this wa s a good use 
of time . If , however , the intern , merely got some information 
that is of a one time value, then having gott_en that from r_he 
superv i sor would have b een beLter. The key is for the 
supervisor and the intern to understand the task at hand and 
the rel evance that it has to the inte r n's professional 
development . This o f course is not an easy task . 
They mentioned the idea of a transition from journeyman 
tra i ning to management: training . Preparing the senior 
specialists for the next 1 evel of their career is appropriate 
a t t his level and this should be Lhe goal of any training or 
qualification pTogram. Much of the focus of the analysis to 
this point has been how to most efficiently do this. 
I t is apparent that different pay ~rades h ave different 
'leeds and desires for a training program. Th e needs of the 'I s 
in terms of training content are very different from those of 
the lls and 128. However, the delivery of the training in 
Lerms 0 : making it interest_ing, coherent and logical is the 
same for all pay g:::ades. 
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Career progression 
The researcher expecled ::0 find ~hal respondents wouJd 
un=-versally beiieve that they linked career progr!"ss i on to a 
successtul t ril i ning and qUClli fica::ion pro gram, 'l'he number of 
no responses was a surprise to the r esearcher, Some response s 
indicated that ~Qntract=-ng was learning through e xpe rienc e , 
inferri!1g that t_raining had l ittle to do wi::h a person's 
deve l opl:lent as a >luccessful contract spec i ali.st . This, ot 
course, was contrary to the b e lief held by the researcher that 
trainir::9 does have value added to the organizat ion. The 
specifiC queslion was: 
Question # 7: Do you feel career p'!""ogression suffers 
as a result of training or qualification jnadequacies ? 
Figures 6 and 7 provide il depiction of the results. 
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r;;ost felt that career progression doe s suffer, however 
" tated that "contracting is really learning through 
experler,ce" . Other thoughts were that job rotaLion and job 
assignments and the luck of Lhe draw (in terms of whom your 
super.visor is) has more to do with your success than a 
t raining proq ram . 
(2) GS - 9 
A surprising mOl j oyity fel t that caree r p r ogression does 
suf f er, however those who prov i ded cOlflI'["lents did noL agree. 
As one stated "Yes it would. I t hink ultimately the t ype of 
work: you are assigned determir:es the quality of career 
progress~on 
One indicated lhat "The cor:rnand may suffer in the areil of 
productivity due to your absence, however, the "command" makes 
up for your loss by a coordinated "team effort" ." 
(3) CS - ll 
This g ruup was evenly divided . One stated that "Career 
progress i on is based on perfonnance. Having good supervisors 
has helped me" inferring that t he training program has little 
relevance . Another stated that "I believe that people are 
being promoted whether they are ready or not . " This person 
was implying that your success is not dependent on your 
knowledge. 
(4) GS·12. 
This group felt sLr.ongly that problems 'Nith a training 
and q ual if ication program can hurT . Of those who cOlrunented, 
however, the t eeling was that there was not a strong tie . 
comments were "As an intern you are promoted regardless." 
Anot:her sLated "You progress based many times due to your 
product and work: ethic , " These corrmenLS seem to state on the 
one hand you will be promoted based on t iffie in grade and on 
the ether hand your personal conunitment to your job can 
overcome train i ng d e ficiencies. 
b. Analysis 
It was interesting to note the number of respondents who 
f el t that training did not matter. It was assumed goiog into 
this research that virtual l y eve r yone would have thought it 
had a significant iopact. The comment that contracting was 
really learning through experience was i nterr i ng that a 
training progra.'1l has little impact 
The theme that one can succeed through hard work and 
dedication will not be disputed by the researcher. The 
q\lest i. on did not get at the fundamental question of how much 
does a successful training program contribute to the overall 
success of the organization. It was agreed by most 
respondents that it can have a beneficial impact on career 
development. 
The promotion rate, especially for the interns, does 
happen prett.y much on schedule despite the training program, 
however, the better you train these individuals as they move 
up the ranks, the better contracting officers they will 
ultimat.ely become. 
Analysis at t.he beginning of this chapter covers the 
other comments. 
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8. Frustrat i ons with the program 
This quest i on was <in attempt to identity specific 
probleMS that could be addressed in the proposed training 
program. 'l~ne qualification program does nOL exist at FISC Det 
Washington and therefore the responses focused on the DAWTA 
qUillification program which was not t he focus of this study. 
The specific question was: 
Question # 8 : What are the top three most frustrating 
aspects wi th the current. training and qualification 
progrdm at your command? 
Responses 
(1) GS - 7 
Training: 
The responses ranged from no opinion to some very 
spec i fic op i nions tind recommendations. One respondent stated : 
Not t:.nderstandi ng the topic of training because you 
have not been introduced to the subject matter, or 
SOMeone who knows the subject matter very well but 
it. [They are] unable to relay 
La students in a way that they would 
the subject :natter. 
They were also looking for relevance to their day to - day 
activities. As UIle stated "Too much intormation at one time; 
Not enougil practical training (too rr.uch Lheory); Subj ects that 
are lloL re l evant a t the time." Others cited poor timel i ness 
of contracting classes, that training should correlate with 
work load, lack. of pro-active one - an-one instruction/tTaining 
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from the cont r acting of f icer, and a lack of written 
e stablished guidelines for easy revi ew . This last item was 
spedking to the des i ~'e for a desk reference manual. 
These interns also wan t ed the lec t ure fonnat changed to 
more of a d j scussion format. There was a recornrr.endation to 
have daily interaction wi t h senio r pen;onnel in each brancr. 
othe r than t he contracting officer. Lastly, one spokf> of 
t raining ranking secondary i.n imporlance to getting work done 
and bei.ng forCf>d to "learn by [the ] proce ss of "sink or swim" 
"tr i al by fire " . " 
Qua 1 i f iea tion: 
The responses here were s i milar to question 1 with a few 
additions . One ment ioned thdt "sometimes an intern receives 
too much similar Lype of requirements and chis J.imits their 
ab i lity t o grow.' 
(2) GS - 9 
Training: 
The answers again parallel question one with a few 
addiLions. One was that the tra ining facility was inadequaLe, 
" . . . [itl makes you wanL to fall asleep." 
Qualification: 
One indicated they were unsure how to b e come a 
contra c t i.ng o f ficer . Al'lother disCllssing t he DAWIA courses, 
sLated thaL "Information covered is too general and simplisti c 
to r eally help on the job. This, can' L be helped when you are 
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training the entire acquisiti::m workforce . It is a syste:uic 
problem outside of the ccnur,an:i." 
(3) GS - ll 
Training : 
The probl ems of scheduLe, quaJ ity, and Lhe feeling that 
training is a Wi;l$t e of time were mentioned. 1 :1 add i t_ion the 
frusr-.ratiun o[ "having tu ret u rn to your desk from class clue 
to worklcad rather than concentrating on class ami the 
i ncreased wo rk l oad upon returning f:::-om t_raining." 
Qua l if i cation : 
One indicated t here was not enough potential for 
advancenlent and no limited warrants available at Lhe com .. nand . 
I n acldition Lhey sta ted "There are bette"!:" paying, less 
stressful jcbs el sewhe r e in this geographic arf'ca fo "!:" 1102 
positi ons." One was concerned abo'-1L t he "lack of input on 
contracting expf'crience I can receive , along with a:::-bit_rary 
disLribl:t ion of challenging work and arbitrary eva] uations.· 
While anot_her C!tated "Some ~~02s gi ven work way beyond 
t. hej r J evel of e xperience due to the severe personnel 
shor tage. " 
Trainin g : 
lis mentioned p reviously there was not enough training in 
preparation [or management duties and lack of supervisory 
experience in hands on train i ng. 
Qualification: 
fhey were looking for a structure of formally increasing 
a persoQ's responsibility and preparation for the next step. 
They were looking for empowerment and more management 
res:tJonsibili t y delegated to GS-12s. 
b. Analysis 
The analysis tor this question i s very similar to that of 
question one because the responses were so close ly al:'gned. 
There was no new ground covered with this question and in 
hindsight the researcher would have lett it out in tavor of 
question one. 
9. Best aspects of the program 
The intention of thi s question was to gain some insight 
into what is successful a nd could be used i n a proposed 
LrainJ.ng program. The qualification portion was not relevant 
as discussed above. The responses were not as rich as others 
because the question was redundant and mos t of the positiVe 
things had already been pre s e nted in previous sections of the 
questionnaire. The specific question was: 
Question # 9: What are the three best aspects of the 
Clirrent training and qualification program at your 
command? 
Responses 
(1) GS - 7 
Training, 
Respondents liked the smal l sessio!ls wi th the new intern" 
whic:h cover various top i cs as wel l as the one - an-one sessions 
wit:l the branc:h heads. Thf>y a lso liked the idea of developing 
a rela t ionship with the person doin~ the teachir.g. Some 
recognized the quality cf the people doing the training, as 
stated " [It 's beneficial ] having qualified peopl e t rain 
YO',l in a way t:'1at i s easy to pick up.' 
Ot hers cited the positivI'! aspects of the program as "It 
is focused; It [The training] is deemed imporLant; [the] 
interact.ioIl between senior and junior 11028; [T:'1e] division 
director's role in training interns; [The ] cr.a l lengi!lg wo rk ; 
[The] i n-house superviso rs are e age:::- to teach; [that it] 
covers !:'e l evant. topics; [The ] wri t ten materials [that are] 
provi ded ; Traini!lg appears to be a high priority; [There is aJ 
l ot of opportu!lity to be- trained as far as nwnber of training 
p resentations scheduled; Management is helpful, supportive 
dnd sincere; Lots of up to dat e tools are provided in terms 
of resources dnd t echnology . Al wdYS chdnging and learning 
better ways t o do th i ngs [the cornnl<lod is] receptive t o change . 
Qualification, 
They i:ldicated that the "Supervisors wan~ you to achieve 
your next l evel and to achieve important contracting goals at 
each level." 
(2) GS- 9 
Training: 
Some at the aspects mentioned here were that training was 
presented in a professional manner which allowed for question 
and answers; it was directed towards t;;pecific 'job related 
object ives; the large reference "l ibra ry": the Graduate school 
program and the E-mail s ystem that allows dissemination of 
information on current chan ges . 
(3) GS-U 
Training: 
The emphasis here was on the relevancy of the in - hollse 
training and on the quality of the handouts: the graduate 
education program; the diversity of training instructors, that 
ro'.:.ating among branch heads is good. 
Qualif ication: 
No comments 
( 4) GS - 1.2 
Training: 
The consensus here was that branch heads were qualified, 
knowlE'd9E'able trainers and the amount of in - house training 
received was adequate. In addition documentation that is 
passed out is helpful for reference purposes. 
Qualification : 
Some indicated there were apport-unities to gain 
experience i n supervising a.nd they liked the fact they were 
allowed t.o he l p the jUYlior specialists. One felt. lucky to 
"work for a KG thiit spends :-.ime on my development . " 
b. AnCl-lysis 
II.s me:ltiolled above the re:-:;ponses were not that different 
fro:n the responses received from question six. The analysis 
therefore is very similar and the reader is r equested Lo refer 
back to that section o f the chapter. These comments pai.nt a 
picture of a command that is committed to a robust training 
program. 
10. Command emphasis 
The purpose of this question WetS not o nly to find where 
the emphasis wa:-:; placed, but of e qual importance was to 
solicit comments un how the interns felt concerning this 
emphasis. The vast ll'.ajority of respondents (30 versus 2) 
indicat ed that the t.caining program was emphasized more. This 
of course is not surprising hecause the command does not have 
a qualification program. ':'hose Lhat indicated a quali[ication 
program were referring to the DAWIA program. The specific 
question was: 
Quest ion 11= 10: Where does you (" command place more 
emphas i s; training program or a qualificaLion 
program? Why? Figure 8 depict_s the responses" 
Command Emphasis 
Training 
C'l I!! ". 
• • 12". 
Training ProgramJ.Q....:. Qualification Program----..l..-
Tra in ing Program~ Qualification Program.-..D_ 
T,aining Program~ Qual ificat_ion Program~ 
Training Program~ Qual i fication Program----..l..-
Responses 
( 1) GS - 7 
Most f elt that training was emphasized more and that this 
appropriate" As one stated "I suspect that if one is 
r.rained properly , then one can contribute t_o the work force 
mor e readi l y " '" Another stated "I believe th e y place more 
emphasis on a training program bec ause a great majority of the 
working personnel are contract specialis t i n t erns who :1eed to 
be educa~ed on the contract i ng process." 
(2) GS-9 
Some felt t hat training was not even signif i cant 
rh,ve l opment as one st.ated " [ I ] think that peopl!" qua l ify 
become KOs s i mply by the i r on the job performance." 
[3) GS 1l 
Some were res i gned that it did not r e a l J y ma t ter "because 
a l o t of the managelFent ::' s f i rmly e n trenched, t here is very 
1 it tI e amount of potentia l to move 11p." Others te l t t_he 
qua) ifiea~ion program was emphasized more because of DAW1A, as 
one s t at e o "Manda Lory t ra i n i ng IDAWIA requ i rements) is the 
only area I've expe r i enced any concern about or felt the 
corrunand was concerned about." 
[f.i ) GS - 12 
One c ommented t hat "AS a seni or spe cialist, 1 have 
received outstanding training in the past from FISC Washington 
I feel the diff e rence [now] is that the branch heads 
curre:1tly just do not have the time." wit h respect tu t_he 
qualification program one stated un qual ification program 
r equires hand i ng responsibility from the contract.ing Clfficer 
~o GS· l 7.s, some of whom, management prohably does not [eel can 
r.anol e it." 
b. Analysis 
AS mentioned above it i s not ~urprisj ng that most peop·1 e 
indicated more emphasis was placed on the training program 
vice the qualification program. One interesting thing was the 
concern that a qualification program wouJd he difficult to 
implement because the corrunand might. have reservations about 
qUalifying someone who completes the requirements yet does not 
have the confidence o f management. This issue wil l be 
addressed in more detail in the next chapter as it was 
prominen •. in the supervisor's comments. 
11 . Gener a l comments 
This, the last question in this survey, was intended as 
a catch all for corrunents or suggestions that were not 
previously addressed. There were some very good comments and 
it was evident that ' .raining is an emotional issue for many of 
these people. The specific question was: 
Question # 11: General comments on the training and 
qualification program at your corrunand. 
Respollses 
(1) GS - 7 
The comments paralleled many that were already received. 
There waR one especially r i ch comment that indicated the 
frustration '.hat at least some have experienced : 
It is frustrating for new arrivals because there is 
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~ no training program for GS-7 interns . 
You are brought in , to ld to read the F'AI<. and left 
to your own devices f or the next 3 - 4 weeks until 
someone can teach you some Lhing (usually a GS · 11 cr 
12, never a contract_log o f f icer). If yeu are an 
act_ivi::y intern (i.e. non - Mechanicsburg) yeu wi ll 
wait a long time [or your required classes. I 
t hink it is absolutely ridiculous t_hat J will have 
,~O wait 12 - 14 months t.o recei ve a that a 
Me:::hanicsburg intern receives in 2 - 4 Then, 
because the activity is Shrinking , work 
chat a GS-7 Or GS - 9 should be 
mistakes, legal mistakes . It 
responsibility of a GS-', to 
CPFF, IDIO contracts when he/she never 
[raining to know what_ CPFF means or even 
for . 
There were also those who felt the overall program was 
adequa t: e . 
(2) GS - 9 
Again, some ot t.he same issueR that we re alreddy raised 
we:ce repea ted. One indi vidual ~tated Chat. "I've been here 
almost t.wo years . I 've only ha.d 2 of the':; classes wh ich I 
will need at. ::he end uf my ::hird year and I'm not sure anyone 
(beRides my cont_racting ufficer) gives a hoot!" 
(3) GS-ll 
One point ::haL was brought up was "We need more formal 
"warrant qualificaticm" instruction/guidance perhaps once a 
l'lon::h get all lIs and 1 2s together Lo go over some insighLs 
from branch heads . " 
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(4) G8-12 
The unique comment here was "[The] training program is 
v ery good. Qualification program is pretty much nonexistent. 
If a 8S- 1 2 performs we l l on a vislblc contracting issue, then 
they \'iill receive morc responsibilities. I t is more of a 
favorit i sm, "proving of one self" type structure. · 
b. AnaJysis 
This question was intended as a calch-all for comments 
thaL were not already received throughout the survey. In 
realit y there was no new ground covered, however, there were 
some good corr·menLS that were provided for reader interest. 
D. SUMMARY 
This chapter has provided a synopsis ot the responses 
given by the interns and contract specialists at FISC DeL 
Washington, f ollowed by Lhe researcher's analysis of the 
responses. Severa l themes are beginning to emerge from this 
study, chief among them is the desire by the interns for 
proactive one-on-one training from the supervisors. There is 
the desire from the junior interns for contracLing specific 
training and from the senior 1102s for general train ing in 
management. In the background of all this is the concern that 
there may not be the time to conduct training, due to workload 
pressure, and the recognition thal everyone needs constanl 
updati ng on the ever changing :::ules and regulat i ons. 
Th e next :::hapter wi ll include the s urve y qu es ti o ns , 
r espon s es and a nalysis of the supe rvisors . 
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IV . SUPERVISOR QUESTIONS 
A. BACKGROUND 
::1 June of 1995, a fO!:Tr.a .l i nterview questionnaire was 
giv en t o ten supervisors at FISC Det was hington. Nine of lhe 
ten responded to t he survey . The bre akdown of re spondents was 
five GS -13s , r.hree GS - 14s and one GS- 15. The::'r e xperience at 
this command rang e d from five to sixteen years wi t h the 
dverage b e::'ng just less than ten years . 
DISCUSSION 
Thi s chapter will anal yz e the r e spon s e s of the 
supervisors and reconcile them wi th the responses the ~. nterns 
gave in t he prev.i ous chapter . The participatio!'. of 
supervi sors in employee training is criti.cal to Lhe success of 
the propos~d tra.ining program. Xerox Corporal ion won the 1989 
i".<alcolm 3aldridge Na t ional Quality Award i n l arge part due to 
its 'cascad i ng" training program wh ich dew.ands the 
p ar:..ici.patioIl o f supe rvisors in employee t r aining. [Re f 19, 
p.75] The recorrmenderi trainir:g program wil l re.Ly heavily or: 
th e support a nd particjpation o f supervi sors. 
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C. QUESTIONNAIRE CONTENT 
1. Desc r iption of Training 
The expectation of this question was to receive responses 
that shed light on what the current training program looked 
liked . This 1uestion attempted to gain management's 
perspective on the corr.mo.nd ' s training program . It was fe l t 
that th i. s would be a good starting point for designing a new 
training program. The specific question was : 
Question # J. : Describe the Conlract Soecialist in-house 
t_raining. 
Responses 
The responses niscussed a well - structuren, vigorous 
training program which enjoyed t.lle support of the 1102s and 
was considered by management to be a high priority . It 
consists of topics related to operational issues at FISC Det 
Washington ann policy regarding the procurement laws and 
regula t.ions. The t.raining sessions are regularly scheduled , 
pertinent, and focused. One stated that l here is always room 
to bring in outside expertise , but: overall it is a good 
program . 
They described the training program 
lectures/discussions which they gave to smal l groups (10 - 20 
interns) based upon the e xperience (grade) level of the 
students. Topics general l y consist of introdt.:ctlon materials 
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covering the procu rement ::::yc l e . Be sides the training classes 
for lower grade specialis t s, :::: l asses for a:l grades dre given 
periodica l ly , usually un::::e a mont:'1. Di v i sion hedds, GS - 14s, 
have recently been preparing and present_i ng L.::"aining to lowe l': 
l eve l employees (G3 - 7/9)on a r otati:1g ba s is. The two 
operdtional division directors il l so prov i de training to the 
branch heads. Branch hedds al':e also responsible fur training 
the seuier 12s. Al l supervisors centinually develop train i ng 
:cr the GS - 7s through 12s. There are times when training is 
given to the e ntire 1 102 communit_y at tr,c comma:1d. The topics 
for this traini:lg are genera l in nat ure. 
On e respondent staLed that al l contract specialists 
receive OJT daily and as work is as;;igned . Branc:') heads dre 
supposed to do one-on-une training in dddition to OJT. 
b. AnalyF/is 
As me:1tioned above the intention o f Lhis quest i on was to 
compare these respon;;es to these of Lhe int erns and contract 
specialists . Tr,e responses held no surprises and spoke 
wha t appear;; to be dwell - structure d tra i u i ng progra m. 
appe ars the supervisors believe the training prograll to be 
more e ff ect ive than do the inter!1S. This may be more a 
function of what the supervisors want the training program to 
b e rather them the reality of what i t actually is as viewed by 
the interns. 
The traini ng, as observed by the researcher, looke d to be 
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very effective and well received . A division director (GS - 141 
pres ented one training session to a group of about fi ft een 7s 
and 9s. The s e ss io:"! objec tiv es were presented clea:r'ly a nd 
concisely at t he beginnin g and the fonnat was mo re of a 
discussion than a lecture . They provide d instructi.v e handouts 
to all participants to guide t hem throu gh the discussion a nd 
to permit easy note taking for l aLer use as a resource. 
I t appeared that t he division director had throughly 
prepared for thi s l esson and :i t was very well received. I t is 
nOt known how much time was s pent in p reparation for c his 
lesson. Nevertheless, i t was obviously well thought out and 
the presenter was ready for all the quest i ons that the interns 
as:"ted. The time it t akes the presenter to prepare a lesson i s 
a critical component i n a ny proposed train ing program. It has 
been well established that time is a very precious commodity 
at FISC Det Washington. An investment in time up front, as is 
usually the case i n any project, pays dividends in the form of 
a productive t raining session when they conduct the actual 
training . 
Because the comments were very simi.lar to those in t he 
last chapter the r e i s not a lot of new analysis that can be 
done with these responses that has not already been presente d. 
2. Characteristics of an in-house Training Program 
This question attempted to gather infounaLion or. what Lhe 
supervisors felt were important charac teristics of an in-house 
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training program. The :::-esp::mses wil l be analyze::l. for late:::-
' lse in deve lop i ng the proposed training prog:::-am. The specific 
question was: 
Question #2: 'Mat are some characteristics of an in 
house t.:::-alning program you wr.ul d like to see imp l eemented 
at your cemmand? 
Responses 
Many res90ndent_s indicated that 
characteristics of a training program are that sessions shou l d 
bee regu larly scheduled, cancellat i ons should be rare . and the 
t raining geared t o the grade level of the 1102. Others 
mentioned the need for consistently high quality instruction 
with standardization of lessens . There should be clear 
direction from management so that everyone kr.ows what training 
they should have acccmpl ished at each grade level . Thee 
training should be interactive, not just lectures . The 
prugram should us e outside suhject area experts - wo rk group 
sessions with hands - on practica l exercises to v i ew skills and 
exercise dec i sion making processes. 
One supervisor said t hey would like a guidebook or 
reference book that would walk an intern through each step of 
the procureme nt cycle. This reference book should be set up 
with FAR citations to heLp the intern do further research and 
to find def i nit i ons besides helping the intern with specific 
contracting problems. The reference book wou l d a l so cite 
other books on procurement to familiarize the new employee 
wi th other l iterature in the fie l d. This idea of a desk gu i de 
also came up as a sug~estion from the survey given to the 
interns. 
b. Analysis 
The co:tlments, recorrmendations, and suggestions were very 
similar t.o those brought up by t he 11028 in the l ast chapter 
and t herefore much of the analysis addressing those comments 
is appropriate for t.he supervisor I s respcnses . Some responses 
do not require a great deal of analysis. One e xampl e of this 
is the desire for regularly scheduled, high qualit y training 
sessions geared toward the grade level of the recipient which 
i~; a difficult concept to argue against .. 
One suggestion that. requires further analysis concerns 
the ide a of interac t i ve training, vi.ce jnst lecture, and t h e 
use of hands-on practical e xerc i ses to view skills dnd 
exercise decision making processes. The points that they 
brought 'Up speak to t he need for getting the employee involved 
i n the training as an active part.icipant vice simply trying to 
absorb the information presented. This is particularly 
appropriate where the material is complex and open to 
different interpretations. The last chapter discussed the 
e ff ectiveness of these concepts wi th the practice oriented 
"do - and-debrie f" approach as described in the Carolan a rticle. 
!t was shown that this approach of having the t rainee explain 
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what he or she was suppose to learn was a sl:.perior dp!Jroach to 
show i ng them how it is done and dsking them t u repeat what: 
they have just been shown . This concept then is appropriate 
for use in the pr8posed training progy-am and should be 
incorporated La the largest extent possible. 
flnot.her response that will be ana l yzed is the concept of 
a gl:. :i debook [or the intern . In conversations with the interns 
and super:visor 3 and in comrnents taken froll'. the surveys there 
is a consensus that a guideboo:'"I. would be benefic:'al to the 
intern. This guidebook . as described by both supervisors and 
i nter:ns, would be a desktop reference that would did t_he 11 02 
in the daily perform:l.Oce of their duty . It would be organized 
in such a manner to allow the 1102 to easily look up how to do 
certain contracting rel ated tasks. This guidebOOk woul d allow 
the 1 102 independently to solve prob l ems witho;lt the need of 
going to the supervisor for assistance. The supervisor wouJd 
always be availdble for assistance as needed . The guidebook 
could dlso b e avai l able electronically on the 1102 ' s desktop 
computer vice in hardcopy format . 
There are a coup l e problems with s ll ch a guidebook . The 
first being that such a guidebook does not exist in the form 
the interns desire. The second difficultly with such a 
guidebco:'"I. i s keeping it updated . With the tremendous amOU:1t 
of Change in the world c[ procurement, mdintaininq il resource 
thaL is accurate would be a difficult chal lenge . Maintenance 
would r:equire a great deal of conAt.dot mdnagement review to 
ensure that t~e opera Ling procedures in this guidebook ar-e 
accor-ding to the way management want_s to do business. Even if 
the r-esources were put in motion to create and maintain this 
guidebook the question is raised whether the 11028 would use 
it to the degree that they have expressed interest in it. 
When people brin~ up the idea of a guidebook they envision the 
"perfect" tool that will answer illl the hard questions they 
have wrestled with in the pasL. Rarely wi ll what they 
envi s :i on become reality, especiaJ ly in the case of a complex 
system such as procurement. Having said all that, the 
re8ear-cher- beliF!ves that some form of a guidebook or standard 
operating pr-ocedures could be developed. The guidebook would 
have to be relatively shor-t, at least i nitial ly because of the 
tremendous effor-t invol v ed . It shou l d cover the topics which 
the 1l02s most fr-equent ly encounter, and permit_ updating and 
management review. 
3. Qualification Program 
This question attempted to determine what suppor-t a 
qualification program wou l d have with the supervisors. In 
addition, it was expected that they would provide opinions for 
use i n deciding what the program would look like. The 
specific quest i on was : 
Question #3: Would you favor a formal qualification 
program and if so what would be some of Lhe 
char-acterisLics o f this pr-ogram? Figure 
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graphicc11ly depicts the responses: 
Favor Qual ification Program 
Fl.gure 9 . Quall.fJcatlcn 
Responses 
One respondent , who did not favor a forma l qualification 
program, said it was ber:ause "we have to r:omply with the 
requirements Of DAWIA . These require cont racLing personnel to 
be certified at variolis proficiency levels before t hey can be 
promoted to the next higher g rade . 
Most did favor a qualification program . The s e people 
were looking for a g"J.ide or checklist so they wou ld know what 
an intern must. learn as they move through the internship 
program. The qU;;J.lificatiou program should include sub-
prof iciency tasks (such as compuLer software ) plus cont rac ts 
or i ented proficiencies. ::L n addition it. should include 
"con duct" in the sense of requiring the 1 102 to present well· 
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r e searched alternatives various problems (already in 
per : OJ:1nance standards) . 
Some felt the )Jrogram should include exams and oral 
boards to t est the inte rn's knowledge. Another favored a 
fonr.al prorrotion board with oral presentations by the 
cCl!ldidate . 
One ~espondent felt they should design r.he ·program'· at 
t he activity level (not Navy or DoD - wide), with topics 
t2.ilored t o that activity iFISC Det Washington). This person 
also fe l t they should require that the ~~02s pass an 
examinatiun before promotion to the next grade . 
One who favore d a qualification program felt the 
successful graduate should be able to design acqu isition 
strategies. The validation of this wou l d be in the form of a 
project (acquiSition t erm paper) versus an exam which the 
person fe l t Wi'l S use l ess. It was felt that a projec t would 
more accurately measure the person's real business sense and 
their ability to interact professionally with vendors and 
cllstomers responsibl y . Anot.her felt the project should 
enco.'1lpasO:l all of the major principles and concepts required to 
t he procuremer_t prucess. 
b . Analysis 
This was an attempt to solicit ideas on how they would 
structure a qualification program . It was interesting that 
three supervisors wou ld not favo r a local qualification 
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program . The fea!:' was that a worke1:' could meet a l l r_he 
r equirements fo !':" qua l i fication and yet not have management ' s 
confidence in tr,eir juct')ment. It should be noted that 
qua l ification was Left open to inte t'preLation and most 
res90ndent-_0l seemed to inter9reL it as a q'.lalification for a 
contracting officer warrant. :n fact the qualification 
prog::::-am could be a series of qualifications I eactiny up to 
quali!:lcat i oll for a warTant. It should be pointed out that 
being qua l i!"ied foy a warrant does not necessarily mean that 
a person will actually get a warrant. These are two separate 
issues, with one meaning t_he person has satisfied Lhe training 
requirements of a warrant and the other meaning that a person 
i s f:'- l ling a position that carr) es wi eh it a contract_ing 
ofei cer warrant. The decision to g:::-ant a war rant is dependent 
upon ~.he number of warrants available at the command and the 
ph i.l osophy the command takes toward issu i ng warrants . Any 
qualificat i on progrdr! should spell out clea:::-ly the additional 
responsibj l ity , if any, thaL comes wiLh successfUl completion 
of the program. This i s particularly important because this 
has the potent ial ,.0 become a contentious issue betwe en the 
supervi sors and ll02s. 
Some of t hose who f.avored a qualification program spoke 
to the need for a project vice an e xal'1 to delermine 
qua Li ficatioll . Tr.ere is currently a move within ASN (RD&A) 
Acquisition Education and Training Programs office to require 
a "senior project" as a condition of "graduating" from the 
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inte r nship program. In talking with Ms. Anne Alexander , 
Deputy Dirr;, ctor for Acquis .i tion Ed ucation and Training 
Programs, the aim o[ this proj ect j s tu give the intern a "big 
picture" perspective of the business aspects of Naval 
acquisition . In addition the project is a vehicle to 
demonstrdte the attainment of specific competencies. During 
the period of this research the Director of Acqui sition Career 
Management was draft ing a policy letter that would spell ou t 
the requirements for such a project. It:is believ e d that such 
a "senior project" would s atisfy the supervisor's desire for 
the inte::::-n to demonstrate a comprehensive understanding o f the 
acquisition system. 
4. Performance Shortfalls 
This quest] on attempted gat.her t he specific 
performanc e shortfalls that the supervisors had observed with 
the =-nterns. Once they ident i fied the shortfa l ls , t hey could 
be add::::-essed in the proposed t raini~lg program. The specific 
question was : 
Question #4: Wha t specific perfonnance shortfalls have 
you experienced with the contract specialists who have worked 
fo.!' you? 
Responses 
Responses discussed some specific problems that the 
supervisors experienc e on a daily basis . The comments ranged 
from 1102s who had insufficient knuwl edge of the rules and 
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regul ations to LlOse who did nct k!1oW how Lo apply t.hose rules 
a:ld reCJula:.ions. It also talked to inexperience as the root 
ef the problem a:1o that serne pe ople are not going La 
understand the process no matter how much time and effort are 
inves:.ed i:1 trainic.g them. 
One re s pondent sa i d that it i s difficult fa.:: the 11028 to 
grasp and appl y r e g<.:.lations, policy, the p r ocurement cycle, 
and F.lost of all common sense tu thc:'-r procurements. One 
supervisor said th e int erns seem La work in a vaCllurll. Another 
cited the inabiliLy to efficiently incorporate data inlo 
business clearances, the lack of exposure to coaunon contract 
t ypes (e .g. CP I F) , and the inability La generate effective 
rec-:onur.endations :or a broad ran ge of actions independently. 
Other shortfiills were : insufficient knowledge of the 
r egu l ations; the inability to read and understand written 
materials sufficiently; poor analytical skills; lack of 
ini tiaLive in doing indef)endent research and prob] em sol ving; 
and the genera l lack of organi7.ation and poor productivity . 
Other responses talked about t.he lack of understanding of 
the specific steps required in the procurement process and 
that many 1 1028 pror:ess requirements from rote procedures 
wit hout understanding the process. 'l'hey felt the intern was 
not dnle to reason through (cri t ique) a problem that they were 
:r".ore inclined just to ask "what do I do". Without the 
:::easoning abi.lity t.hey were unable to see details that, if 
ignored , cause problems for lhe whole acquisition system. Tr,e 
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1 1 02s were better at providing editorials and conunentary on 
acquisi t ion, business, and legal issues vice looking at, 
treati;1g a;ld comprehending the i ssue at hand. Similarly there 
is the need, and difficulty, of getting the intern t o think in 
a "good business way". 
Another cha rac t erized it as inexpeTience vice lack of 
per[:Jrmance. This person sa i d: "I can't say that I have 
experienced any specific performance shortfalls with the 
contract specialists who have worked for me. What I have 
experienced is inexperience in junior specialists because of 
the length at time they have been in the intern program." 
Another responde:c.t said that new employees need more guidance 
and the branch heads seldom have enough time to d evote to 
t hem. Because the internship is only three years long, some 
journeyman 12s are not technically capable of independen tly 
processing a variety of requirements. 
One spoke to the frustration by saying 
obviously technical knowledge of the rules and 
regulat ions could be improved somewhat wi th training . 
People could be exposed to good work habits such as how 
to be Letter organized and mor.e productive. However some 
poor performeTS will not improve even if they are trained 
seven days a week, we have to recognize training has its 
limitations. 
b. Analysis 
This analysis will address three main issues which 
The issues were the lack o f the intern's ability to 
grasp and apply rules <lnd regulations; the lack of e xperience 
i:1 contracti:1g; and dev eloping the h"clsiness judgll'e nt of the 
The i ssue concerning poor perf o r.nancc (that 
peopl e will not improve :10 matter how much trainin'J they 
receive) wil l not be addressed in deLa i l as th i s is a 
rcanagemer.t issue and beyond the scope of this research. 
'rhe ability of the interns to apply the ru les and 
regulations to the i r procurements is a centra l goa l to a 
successful training program . The first level of a trainiICg 
program is l earning the rul es and regulaticns. An examination 
is approp r iate to d e termine this .Level of kr.owl edge . The 
ability to app l y those ru l es and regu l ations is a second and 
much higher level 0: trainir.g which is more di f ficulL to 
It is this higher l evel of training that the 
supervisors are looking for the :102::; to achieve . The 
distinction was made in the previous chapter by Mr . Gordon 
Campbel l in his ciiscussion of specific versus general 
tra i ning . His conclusiO:1 was that to attai:l this higher level 
of reasening requires the use of a case study approach usinq 
arti ve discuss i ons . 
I\. second school of thought held that e x perience was the 
driving factor in a 1102's performance . The researcher does 
net disagree that experience is a great teacher, but it has 
a l so been said that it is an expensive teacher . As mentioned 
in Chapter II there is a distinction between OJ1' and "l ear:J.ing 
through experience" the latLer implying a "hit or miHs" form of 
educatir.n which is inefficient. [Ref (i , p . 1] The other aspect 
of tlli" co:nment speaks to the need to rotate the 11028 so they 
can get exposure too other areas of contracting. Job rotat_ion 
is an effective strategy for cross training the 1107.s as it 
a l lows them to gain a variety of experience. 
The third issue that was addressed concerned developing 
the 11 02' s business judgment. Wrapped up in this comment was 
a s t,atel~!ent that poor analytical skills were a major culprit 
in this problem. Although the interns come into the program 
with a ::\.5 GPA, it should not b e assumed that they have 
retained all of the analytical tools they were taught in 
college. It does, however, mean that these people are capable 
of learning the analytical t echniques required as a part of 
good business judgment. The other aspect of business judgment 
is the judgment part of it. This judgment p a rt does take time 
to develop and it comes wit-_h maturity and experience. The use 
of a mentor to pass on this maturity and experience is 
appropriate in thi s sett i ng. 
Attributes of an Effective Progrcun 
This ql.H"stion attempted to uncover specific items that a 
training program would contain to address the shortfalls 
ment_ i oned ahove. The specif ie quest ion was: 
Question #5: How would an effective training program 
resolve some of the p robl ems identified in question four? 
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Responses 
An effective tr-aining pr-ogram should al l ow the i ntern :::0 
app1y the procurement regulation", statutes and common sense 
to their job . It shou1d involve senior negotiat:or-s providing 
gll"idance and si1aring their exper:ise with the 1102". 
shou l d ensure that the shor tcomings addressed above a re not 
simply the -::-esult of lack of exposure, which often they may 
b e . An8ther [elt that allowing the 1102s :0 process variolls 
types of requirements, wich more ir:dependence, and to assist 
castorners in prepa:::ing adequate procurement packa",es was the 
bl"!st: appr8ach. 
One respondent f elt the program should cover general vice 
specific topics. ':'his person felt: a,l effective training 
program should broaden Lhe 1 1 02s knowledge wi thout Lhe 1102s 
having experienced a spec iE i c kind of contract, prob l em, cost 
issue, etc . 
The message '::rom one s upervisor was that there needs to 
be a cul ture change with G8vernment w8rkers . The 11028 shoul d 
recognize that they are a business and they should act ] ike 
The key to a successfu l program, as one st.a ted, when 
bcy::md merely training to addressing the cul.tural change of 
arming motivated p e ople to effect change and give Lhem 
confidc:1.ce f or accurate deci sion maki ng . The u l t i.mate goal is 
to "ensure that capable people are delegated to equipped 
peop l e to produce quality produ::::t:s in a sharp, realistic 
professional business environment. ,. 
b. Analysis 
The analysis wi l l address the three main j ssues that were 
brought out in the responses. The i~sues were: the need fur 
supervisors to share their expert ise and provide gu:idance to 
the interns, allowing t he interns more independence and 
interac tion with customers, and lastly changing the culture of 
the Government worker. 
The first issue discussed the idea of the supervisors 
shdring their expert i se and guidan~e wit h the interns . This 
is really speaking to the idea of mentoring. Mentoring is 
very appropriat e in this type of t.raining sett ing . 
me ntioned dbove the business judgment of the 1102 can be 
positively shaped by a good example from a mentor. 
Another suggest:ion was to allow the inte-:::-ns 
independence and more interaction with customers. The idea of 
giving more independence goes counter to what the interns 
wanted as documented in t heir survey responses . Perhaps as 
t.he 11025 move through the internship program and gain more 
experience i t is appropriate to l et them have more 
independence . This is a judgment that the supervisor, after 
disc uSSing it with the 1 102, should make. The jdeil of g:iving 
the intern more freedom to interact. with the CUSlomer is very 
appropridte. It is this interaction with the cus t omer that 
wj 1 1 continue to reinforce the command I s priori ties, of 
cUSLomer ~ervice. By developing relationships with the 
custome-:: activi ties , the inter!1 will lear!1 a grea t deal about 
the procurement world outs i de their office. 
Th e last issue addressed changing ' .he cultu!:."e of the 
Government w8rker t o get the ~ ~ 02H to act in a more busineHs 
like manner. ThiH close l y ties in wit h ment oring, i!1 that. 
changes to the culture mUHt have the e ncouragement tr-om Lop 
rna nagement .. In the Hitua::i8n tha t E'x ists at FISC De L 
\~ashingt8n , where they are getting a new inf lux of talent on 
a regular basis, changing the culture is a reasonab l e 
exp e ctation. As shown in Chapter III 62% of thE' non -
s -Jpervisory :~02s have less t.han two years of experience and 
82% have less than three y e ars at FISC Det Washington. These 
statis t ics speak ':_0 i;i relalive l y young workfo rce not se t in 
lt s ways. With t he current climate 0::: change and streamlining 
in th€ worl d uf procuremenl this is an ideal time tu embark on 
a cult-Jral shift toward eJTl.bracing smart busineSH practices. 
6. Characterist ics 
ThiH queHtl-Cn asked obtain specific 
characteris:..-ics that the supervisors would like La see in a 
training program. The specific question was: 
Question #6: What are sume characterisLics that a 
successful in-hoL:se :::raining p!:ogram would contain? 
Please :::"ate 1 being the most important and 5 being the 
lea st impor-tant and check others with some importance. 
Figure 1 0 provides the responses. 
Responses 
Training Program Characteristics 
~ 
0 Reg Sked (28) iiiI Exams(7} 
III Mer'ltor(9) III SME(25} 
!!ill Teamirlg{27} III Job Rotation {18} 
III library (10) III Other {17} 
Fig ure ~O : Characteristics 
SME",Subject Matter Expert 
SJ.:..o.r..e Characterj st j {' 
2Ji Regularly scheduled 
2.:l Team structure with members from all levels 
deciding topics and schedule 
2.5. Training conducted by subject matter experts 
{e. g. supervisors} 
.l1l. Exposure through frequent job rotation 
.lQ Good l ibrary (trade journals, 
videos, etc.) 
2 Written exams following training sessions 
---.5. Training conducted by interns {interns must 
learn it to teach it.} 
---.5. Me:-:l tor ass19"ed for entire te:-:lure at: command 
---.5. Inventive leadership approact;es to true method 
teaci:d ng see Gordon Campbell ALMe Ft Lee 
3 Mentor a s signed specific to a branch or 
division (mentor wou ld change) 
st~ucture w/mgmt deciding 
in era ining 
by fire" 
b. Analysis 
The number one response was not surprising as this 
attrihul:e has been mentioned throughout the surveys f rom bot:l. 
the supervisor!> dnd interns . The other characteristics that 
wil l r.e analyzed are: Team structure; Subject Mcl.tter Expert s ; 
Frequent job rotat ion ; Libra ry resources; and Mentors. The 
otiler character i stics are mentioned but will not be 
speci f i cally analy~ed. 
The second most popular chardcteristic was the desire to 
implement a team str'uc t ured approach for deciding on topics 
and schedules. This I:eam would be made up of 1102s at all 
levels in the organization. The benef i ts to S "Jch an 
organization are thaL it provides a perspecLive from both the 
supervisor and the intern for that training considered 
appropria te ann required . The concept of a Tr<l.ining 
Requiremen t s Review Board (TRRB) i s el'lerging as a vehicle to 
achiev e this team structured approach . The TRRR would be 
headed by a GS- l 4 with representat i on from GS-7 through 13 . 
Thp: goal of Lhe TRRB would be to deliver at least one good 
training session a month. In addition they would be t.he focal 
poin,:- for al l training held at FI SC Det Washing t on . 
The Lhird most popular characteristic was to have Subject 
Matter ExperLs (SME) conduct the training . This does not 
autol!latical l y mean t.he supervisors woul d conduct the training. 
Depending upon the topic it might be more appropriate to have 
l1s or l2s put togethe r the training package and present it. 
The 8MB wil l will be determined by the experience level of the 
audience. For example, the level of "expertise" would not have 
be so high when instructing 7s as it would when instructing 
l2s. By varying the level of expertise required and targeting 
Lhe dudience this will increase the pool of available 
ins t. ructors, which is a critical concern when staffing and 
workl oad is at issue . 
The fourth most popular characteristic is frequent job 
rotation. This was also mentioned by the interns as being 
important to them. There are certainly important_ benefits 
that can arise (or job rotation such as cross-training, and an 
appreciation fo:::, the conuno.nd's mission. A critical aspect of 
j ob rotation, that this question did not ask, is how 
frequently should the 1.1028 be rotated . There are many 
factors that play into how frequently someone should he 
rotated such as the complexity of the job, how quickl y Lhe 
employee l earns the job, and the needs of the employee and the 
employer. Because these factors are so situation specjfic i t 
woule. be a guess on the researcher's part to recommend the 
length of time between r otations. 
The fifth characteristic was good library resources. 
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Th i :::J is ~ertainl y an imp:Jrtant part of a professional work i :1g 
env i r.onment.. Keeping up-t8-dat e material available in an 
uncluttered, easily accessible se1:ting ~ends a message of 
commitment to the 1 102s. Ttle l i brary at FISC Det Washingto!1 
is d. very good rf"S8UrCe complete with videos and periudicals . 
There appeared to be a commit.ment :rom management to continue 
to expand d.nd improve this resource. 
Mcntoring was the sixth mas:: popular characteristic. 
There was some disagreement whether the mentor should be 
assigned for the entire i~)ternship or if the mentor should 
change depend 1.ng on the bran~h t he intern is assigned to. 
This decis i on is bes:. left to the leadership at: FJSC De t 
washington as they are in the posilion to evaluate the talent 
of the potential mentors and how bes t to a ssign them. The 
int.eraction the mentor has with their trainee is an area that 
can be analyzed further. The key for the mentor to remember 
i s that t:hey are there to prOvide feedba ck and the primary 
purpose for feedback is t:o improve per[ormance. A::.: cording to 
a!l arti c le in HR Focus by Robert W. Lucas the following six 
step process should be followed when providing feedback: [Ref 
12, p . 7 ] 
1. State what you observed. Provide specific 
examplE's of observed performance or: fail ure to 
per:form to avoid being conside r ed unfair and/or 
argumentative 
2. Describe your feelings about the performance. 
Cive personal feedback to the employee so he or she 
c:an focus attentj on away from the lnc:orrect 
performance and redu ce his or her defensivene:'!s 
3. Explain the impact of the performance. ~..any 
times employees do not fully understand the impact 
of Lhejr actions or iIlacLivity. Remind them of the 
poteIlt ial impact . 
Solicit understanding, agreement and/or 
commitment. Obtain an acknowledgment o[ need 
and/or agreement to change he fore going any further 
in the f eedback process. Otherwise , employe~s may 
resisL eff orts, and time wil l be wasted. 
:'. Make suggestions for improvement, if necessary. 
Offer suggest ions or even demonstrate a task so the 
employee understands the materials and procedures. 
Do not give all the answers. I nstead, ofter tools 
and guidance. 
6 . Reinforce support. Let the employee know that 
you are avaj lable as a resource . 
These six recommendations provide a framework for the 
mentor to follow when work i ng with the intern. There is a 
great deal more to being a successful mentor than what is 
written above. It is beyond the scope of this thesis 
analyze the entire mentor process, but either fonnally 
informalJ y, mentoring goes on and should be a part of the 
training program . 
Contracting Competencies 
'T'be purpose of thi s question was to narrow down topics 
relevant to the type o f contracting competencies most often 
used at FISC Det Washington. The lis t of contracLing 
competencies was derived from the FAI Contract Specialist 
Workbook. As the responses indicate there were cJea'!:ly some 
compeLencies that shouJd be stressed in a training prograIl'. 
ta ilored Lo this FISC . The spec i. fic ql.:es tion was; 
Question *' 7: What contracting competencies 
re l eva:lt to your si tuation and there=ore wou l d be good 
tra i ning topics? Please rate the top ten with 1 being 




• II1II Negotiations 
• Other 
Fi gure 11 : Competencies 
Flgu re 11 
provides 
r espons es. 
It is noted 
that due to 
choice s , 
In any 
respondents 
simp J y 
checked t he blocks vice numbering their choices . 
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RespoDses 
Determination of Need 
Forecasting requirements 
Acquisition pla!lOing 
Initiating the Procurement 
~ Purchase request 
J. Funr1in!::j 
.1 Market research 
Analysis of Requirements 
2. specifications 
1 sow 
2. Critique proposed sow 
2. Advise requ iring act i vjty and obtain needed 
changes 
.1 Select and impl ement te c hniques to test and 
improve SOW 
1i Determine need for/write J&A 





















8 (al procurement 
Competition requirements 
Unsolicited p roposals 
Lease vs Purc-:hase 
Technical eval uation factors 





Use of Govt property & supply sources 
Need for bonds 
Solicitation preparation 
Evaluation - sealed bidding 
Q Process ing b i ds 
~ Bi d acceptance 
Q Late offers 
~ Bid price" 
l Respons ivel:.ess 
Evaluation - Negotiation 
J. Pro c ess i n'} proposa l s 
.6. Technical evaluation 
.6. Best. va Jue e valuat i 0 :1 
1 Price objecl ives 








2. Mistakes in of f e rs 
2. RespoIl"ibLi ty 
l Sub-con tractlng requirement s 
1 Preparing awards 
2. Award 
.1 Dehr i e f ing 
J. Protes ts 
.Q Fraud and exclusion 
Post - Award 
2. Lega l issues 
1 Disputes 
Others 
1 Change orders 
l Cost overruns 
One corrunent a.'l1plifying a response Baid " " ,acquisition 
planning is a biggie and really touches on a l l the others 
you n e ed LO know your stuff if acquisi tion planning is 
eff ect j v e at all." 
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b. Analys is 
The top seven competencies were listed in figure eleven. 
It is i ntuitive that thesOC' compOC'tenc i es should be looked at 
first when developi ng and scheduling training . The COITL.llent 
about acqu i.sition p l anning i s interesting and deserves further 
deve l opment. Acqu i sition planning encompasses the enti re 
procure)T'.ent and, for training purposes, is fertile ground for 
case fJ t udies and discussions. 
In fairne ss to the r.espondent s this wa s a very 
complicated question and one that probably does not lend 
itself to a survey. The responses may have been different if 
the supervisors had spent a fe w days contemplating the 
question. 
8. Sequencing of Training 
The ait\'_ of this last question was to give t_he supervisors 
t_he opportunity to discus s how they wou ld sequence the 
tra i ning of the 1102s . Given the diverse background of 
knowledge the 1102s hav e depending up on their experi e nce this 
was seen to be a di f ficult task. The specific question was: 
Question #8: How would you sequence training in various 
contracting competencies given that those receiving the 
trctining wi l l be at different ski ll levels and/or have 
d i ff erent training needs at any given time? 
Responses 
There was acknowledgment that thi~ was a difficult task 
accomplish . One recommendation was to begin with an 
overall review at th"" procurement cycle and th~n corrunence 
trair,ing with !:ltep one at the procurement cycle. lInother said 
they wou l d use varying level s of tra=-ning (e.g. 100, 200, 300 
level) and cycle through various competencies so everyone is 
exposed to the materia l . This person went on to say they 
should give c;hoices of training (e.g. this week here are your 
t wo choices) wi th alternate dates if the 1102 wanted to d.ttend 
both. 
Some of the commecnt!:1 discu!:1):led scheduling and <jrade 
l evels vice sequencing of topics. While the conunents 
good, these issues have already been discussed . 
One of t:H= supervisors did not have much sympathy tor the 
ieterns who were having trouhle under~taIlding ::he material. 
As this persoIl said "Al l (plus or minus) are college graduates 
t:ley get paid $ enough for a (administrative) fun cLion. 
Training is repeated on annual basis for key iss'cles second 
exposure [or bright intern with practical experience - makes 
for good training. Musl dead wood is at the 12 level ." 
b. Analysis 
The consensus o [ opinion seemed to be that the training 
should follow lhe procurement cycle . The sequenr:ing then 
would be to arrange the high use co.'11peLencies identified above 
in the order in which they come inla l he procurement cycle . 
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The cOrmlent concerning tile adequacy of training is worth 
addressing even i f it does not perfectly fit into this 
c ategory of question. The interns at FI SC Det washington are 
intelligent (3 . ') GPA) and young. For many t_his is probahly 
their f i rst profe;;sional joh out of college and t he start of 
thelr professional career . Most of them probably recognize 
that_ to really learn and develop a deep understanding ot 
contracting they will have to work extra hours without_ 
compensation. Some of them pursue evening education programs 
in pursuit of an MBA, demonstrating the willingness to further 
the i r development. The training program shou l d deliver 
training to these interns in an efficient and effective manner 
and the intern F.lust be responsible for filling in the gaps. 
I t i s easy to blame problems on a training program, but 
ultimately it is the responsibilit_y of the employee to learn 
his or her job. 
SUMMARY 
This chapter has provided a comprehensive look at the 
responses from the eight question survey give to the 
superv -,- sors. Several themes have emerged from the responses, 
one of wh ich is the belief that a team structured approach is 
appr opriate for schenuling and develop i ng cra ining . The idea 
o t desk t op guidebook was popular and t.he analysis discussed 
t.he problems wi th such a guideboOk. Chapt.er V wi l l t_ie all 
uo 
the research together and p rovide conclusions and 
ce comme nddt ions for thi s p!'oject . 
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
GENERAL 
The researcn for chill thellis uncovered several k e y points 
conce r-ning training and qual i fi cation programs t hat can be 
applied to FISC Det washington . The challen,}e fo r FISC Det 
WashingLon is to t~ake e ducated individuals (interns) and teOich 
them c o:nplicated processes (c ont.ract: i ngJ well enough t o al low 
t:he:n Lo work indeper:dently and to mot i vat:e them to use t he ir 
education to con t inually improv e the p::::ocess. This i s the 
essence of employee develop:nent and the goal of a training and 
qualification program . The goa L of t h i s re s earch project was 
to provi de a framework (Tra ining and Q·Jalification program) to 
ach i eve Lhi s l arger gOOil of employee development _ This 
chapter discusses the findings OInd p::::ovides conc] usions and 
recol:unendat i onll to t he resea::::ch questions . Also presented are 
suggestions for associated areas of fu rther resea rch. 
CONCLUSIONS 
Conclusion #1 
~i s a Dreciol! S commodjty a'- Irsc pet Wash ": ngt orl rmo 
t rainina ie' '· e'"()!ldary t o prodllc ti on i n te rns of pr jQr il-y 
The res e archer >;poke wi t ll numerous supervisors in o ther 
contract ing offices during the five -month period of this stnny 
and the cons~nsus is that O.JT ann locol t raining a re pushed 
aside in favor of getting contraCtS out the d oor . Everyon E:! 
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believes t.hat tra i ning is important and wish they had t he time 
to do more, but the pressure to produce made cundt:cting 
train i ng difficul t . It is striking this ba l ance between 
train i ng and production that is tr.e key to a succ essfu l 
training program. The other half of this equation is 
delivering the training effectivel y and efficient l y. 
Re l i giouf;ly conducting OJT and training sessions requires 
a leap of faith by the supe rvisors. The supervisors must 
bel i e ve that thi s investment in time will pay dividends in the 
lOIlg run. In orde r for them to fee l confident they must have 
faith in the intern't> ability to grasp the material and they 
must. have confidence in themselves that they can effectively 
de l iver the training. 
Conclusion #2 
The tra inipg needs of the j un i or con tract spedaHsts 
-.LGS...:.l..s--'!ncL2..al J'"e different that those of the mor e senior 
~Lspecjal iats IGS 116 and 1 2 s1. 
The j unior 11028 a r e see king training on specific 
issues whil e the s e niOr 1102s are looking foT. 
training in management skills. While both were looking for 
training t hat keeps them up-to - date on new rules and 
regulations, the junior 1:"02s are stil l seeking a better 
unde rstandi ng of the bas i cs. The concepts of specific versus 
genera l problem sol ving, as discussed in Chapter III, are 
appropriate here . 
Further evidence at this distinction is the desire hy the 
majority of 11026 to have t_rainiog that. is focused on the 
experience l evel of the partiCipants. T~ere is a great deal 
of agreement, · ... ·ith both supervisors and 1 102s, that training 
ShOtl1d he conducted in smal l groups with people o f similar 
experience leve:'s. 
Conclusion #3 
'I'be d"'ye" opo"'-ot and lise of a de s ktop 9lddebook is 
s.uwoU:e'l by hoth c'l-pea) sors and) ) 02s. 
The ability of a c onLrilct specialist to have Lhe answers 
to many frequently asked questions at their fingertips is 
deemed, by bot~ supervisors and 1102s , to be a usefu l tool. 
The probl eI'1s of deve l oping and maintaining this type of 
resource are di scussed in Chapter III . The main problems 
being Lhat it involves a CQrlsiderable effort to develOp, and 
once developed, requires a considerable effort to maintain, 
especi a l ly with the nature of frequent changes within the 
procurement world. It is hecause of these twO issues that a 
recommendation was not made to develop such a guidebook. 
Conclus ion 1F4 
TimiD] of the QAWIA cmlTSes is aD important aspect_~ 
There is concern expressed by several GS-7 interns who 
had not received CON lOl {Contracting Fun damentals) in a 
time l y manner. Some of Lhese people wai ted as .long as 
year to receive this course, while the consensus among 
supervisors is that they should take this course in a three 
to six month window aftel::- reporting aboard. There are other 
cases where interns fel t they received the various DAU courses 
too l ate to be of a real benefit to thei r. development. The 
point in all these cases is that they should take the 
mandatory DAU courses in sequence and at the appropriate time 
ful l y benefit the intern. 
Conclusion #5 
T ra i ning tbe <:'llperyi;;or bow to train gnd do OTT i s 
Supervisors have tremendous influence on the 
development of the intern. Supervisors skillen in training 
are better able to de l iver OJ'T' in an effective and efficient 
I t should not be assumed that the ability to impart 
knowledge to a subordinate comes with the job. It i s a skill 
that they !1'.llst develop and cultivate . 
6. Conclusion #6 
~~isagreeme o t among the superyjsors cODcern i ng 
th". need or desl re "or an in bml ::! e qllaljf i catiQIl program. 
While the majority (70%) did agr.ee tha t a qualification 
program should he instituted , there was a significant (30%) 
percent_age that did n o t favor such a program. The major 
objection to a qualification program was the fear that someone 
could complete the program, yet was not entirely ready to 
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assume the duties of t he pos':'tion for which the qualification 
intended. This is 3 . potent ial problem with a 
qual i ficdLicm prClgra..ll, however as dis:cussed in Cha!Jter IV it 
is something thd t management can deal wi th by having a board 
dpproval process as the final step. 
7 . Conclusion #7 
Th e wOlkforce Clf 1 1 028 at nBC Det Wa sbjng.tou is fairly 
Six ty - two percent of the workforce had two or fewer years 
of contracting experien:ce. Over eighty percent have t".hree or 
fewer years of experience working at FISC De~ washington . 
These f i gures point to a workforce that 
inexperienced with thE' DoD acquisi t ion system. 
[). Conclusion #8 
fairly 
The consenslls amOng all 1102 s at FISC Det WiJshington was 
~.ha.t t rgin'ng in s m.al1 grollps wi th p eOple 0;' s i mi lar 
exnerience was more benefjcifl1 thflD t ~ajnjng sess ions wit h al1 
l102s at one ~; me 
The 1102s felt that the "one size fits all" training 
approach was n c t beneficial. The problems with this type of 
training Wd.Ol that the t.raining was over t.heir h!'>ads or was t.oo 
bas ic , dependinq '"lpon t.he experience of the 1102. The other 
prcblem was that some 1102s 1"('1 t intimidat.ed about ask ing 
questions in a l arge group. 
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C • RECOMMENDATIONS 
Recommendation #1 
S' -peryisors need tq del iyer trajnjng in a manner that 
doe s not adverse l y ;:;f f""Ct prOd"ctjon 
OJ~ should be conducled, to the maximum extent possiblG, 
in a way that does not impede p roduction but ra t her enhances 
it . Effective training, for the most p a rt, is d~livered not 
in a training context, but rather in the context of actual 
wo rk production. It is this "j ust· in - time" training that is 
most relevant to the employee and thus most rr.eaningful . 
Conducting OJT in t his context satisfies the first t ene t of 
effective training, that being relevancy . 
One way to implement this concept is to conduct OJT with 
a small group of interns who are working on similar projects, 
for example J&As, and focus training specifically on the 
completion 0': that specific task. Th~ training wil l be 
effective beca use the subject if:! of immediate importance to 
the individu al, thllf:! it is relevant, and the individual will 
bG prepared to ask in-depth , intelligent questions vice simply 
being in a "receive mode" as is the case with a good deal of 
t!:aining. 
Cor.ducting CJ'I' in this manner may not be as efficienl (in 
terms of gelting work out the door) for the organization, but 
in the long run the organization will benefit because they 
will improve their processes (J&As in t his case). The other 
benefit of this approach i s that sharing among the individuals 
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wi l l occur and creale a synergist i c l earning e::fect. In 
addltion , it wi ll he l p to bu ild a team work atmosphere among 
t.~e iw::: erns . The ideas that corne ou~ of this gr.oup "exercise" 
w:'..l l benefit the ent i re organization anu he l p f oster a 
learn i ng organizat i on. In addition , t.h e training and 
product i on uilemma discussed above will be mit i gated. 
Recommendation #2 
A Tra i n' Ocr Rem!] rements Reyiew Board (TERS) c ooS; s.~ 
~d s lI perv i sors ShOll l " be estahl jshed to Achedl!le 
deye l op aod del j ye~ trajoiog 
The :nembcrship of this board should be onc GS - l4.. one GS -
1 3, one GS-12, ooe GS-l 1 and two interns from the 7 or 9 
leve l . The 90al of this board .i s to deve l op , refine and 
approve :'..n · house lesson plans as well as have overal l control 
of thf' train i ng fJrogram at the cOllmldud. Thf' hoar.d should 
appr8Cich their responsibili t y in the same maImer as a Process 
Act. i on Team wou l d. 
This board should be empowered to make substantive 
changes to the program i f they deem it appropriate . One of 
the best. ways to empower th i s group is to give them a 
Significant trainin9 budget and allow lhem to spend this money 
for. courses, library :reference mater i a l or whatever they deem 
ir:lport ant to further the training opport.unities. I\lthough 
membership on this board would be a collateral dllty, and one 
that shoul d be rotated on a regular basis, giving it rea l 
power in the form of a hudget will induce people to get 
invo l ved and seek board membership. 
3. Recommendation #3 
GS ))s qnd 128 shOuld be inVolved jn trainina 7s and 9s 
One concern expressed by the 11s and 12s is the lack of 
management training opportunities . In addition, many 
supervisors expressed concern that the 12s never have a chance 
to exercise leadcrship or management skills before becoming a 
superv~sor. One way to develop the Ils and 12s is to get them 
involved in the training of the 7s and 9s . This involvement 
will teach them a great deal about dealing wi th different 
personalities, motivating people , and give '. hem the 
opport unity to develop their own managerial traits. 
4. Recommendation #4 
The Federal Acqlljs i tion Instjtllte's {FAIl Carr-race 
Specialis t 3111eprints should be llsed as a starting point for 
devplopjng training lessops 
All of FA!' S maLerial is available via the Internet at no 
The maLerial can be loaded on the FISC Oet Washington 
LAN and accessed by all interns . They can modify and tailor 
the material , such as the blueprints, to FISC Det Washington's 
needs . The use of the FAl compu t e r-based trair.ing allows the 
intern access LO tra ining when they necd i t. to supplemcnt the 
OJT they .::eceive from their supervisors . In addition , the 
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interns can use t he FAl training courses and practicums for 
independent study. 
RecOllIDlendation #5 
GS · 7s shgdd be rgtat~.Q among upper manageID""pt when they 
One of the conce!:"ns expressed by the interns is the l ack 
of t!:"aining they receive u?on reporting aboard. By 
immediately rotating tbe interns among management they can 
l earn whdt function these SUpervisors perform at FI SC Det 
Washington and have a better unde!:"standing of the miRsion. 
During this period they will be given basic training 
assignments, such as acronyms to memorize or learning the 
procurement cycle, and a test at the end of the week to see 
how we l l they did. The competencies for CON 101 (Contracting 
Fundament.als) found in the July 1995 DoD Acquisition Career 
Management, Mandatory Fulfil l ment Program and 
Competency Standards (ADS-95-03-GD) is an excellent reference 
for deve l oping basic training assignments. Another possible 
reference is the FAl Contract Specialist Workbook. 
The combination of assignments and seeing what goes on at 
the c ommand wi l l give the intern a fasL-paced introduction and 
allow them to becorr.e acc l imated quickl y. The assignments 
should be one week wi.t.h the Deputy Director of Contracts, O!"le 
week with a d i vision director, one week in l egal, one week 




~IlleJlL.:w.d main tenaoce of ao (ud j vidllal OeY..e..J..QpJllellt. 
n an (TOO) for po e t! contract speci.alist shQIl ld be IDQlodatOnL 
IL is the !"esponsibility of the employee with the 
supervisor to e stablish the IDP. It is the responsibility of 
the supervisor to ensure each emploY8e ' s IDP satisfies all 
mandatory tr-aining and 8ducation requirements. An annual 
review of the IDP should h e conducted between the super:visor 
and the employee. The lDP should follow the format outlined 
by the Nava l Acquisition Inter-n Program (NAl P) administrator 
or the one found in the FAI Cont ract Specialist B) ueprints. 
RecoIlDllend.a.tion #7 
dc.ljyer trgjnjns go ~QmpJex concepts and ideas 
A case study provides the command the opportunity to 
impa rt their philosophy (or doing business upon the 
recipient s. In a scenario driven case study there are many 
opportunities to handle various issues that arise. It is how 
these issues are handled that speaks to the philosophy of the 
organization. By allowing the 1102s to work through a case, 
make decisions and corrmiL to a course of action the supervisor 
c.an assess if t he trainee has correctly interpreted a ru l e or 
regulation. In addition, the supervisor can explain why the 
cOllunand prefers one approach tu another. Given this general 
direct ion, the 1 102 can then take thi", phi losophy and apply it 
to t h eir procure ments. 
8. Recommendation *18 
Of simi l ar gra~.Jlc:L...c~ 
A discussion format is superior to a lecture format tOT 
de]~vcriny basic contract.ing concept., and ideas. Because of 
the rel at.ively s mall number of interns at. FISC Det Washington, 
th e training lends iLself to discussion vice lecLure format. 
The abi l ity of the interns t.o ask questions and discuss 
concepts, rules and regulations allow for:- a deeper 
understanding of Lhe topics. The junior intern., are looking 
for an understanding of the r.ules so they can apply Lhe ru l es 
to their procurement_so Letting them clear up cO:lfusion by 
allowing them to ask questions is important. 
9. Recommendation #9 
pro-l ect or; en ted train i ng wherein the intern i s tasked 
wirb ('Qrnp1eting a proj ect should be used jn this ('omma nd ~ 
Simpl y repeat.ing the process they helVe seen does not give 
the intern the opport.unity to demonstTat e a profound 
understanding of the concept . By having the intern 
demonstrdte an understanding, through applying and explaining 
their thin:<ing process, forces the i nte rn to put everything 
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tcgether . :!:t also gives the supervisor a b e tter picture of 
where the interr::. ' t; weak.nesse s are . Having the intern d o a 
sen ior proj e ct as discus s ed in chapLer IV accompl ishes this 
goal . 
RESEARCH QUESTIONS ANSWERED 
1 . Primary Rese arch Questi on 
How might au in· house Lraining program be structu red that 
efficiently develops t he skills , knowledge and 
compe t e ncies required of GS - I102 series personnel and interns 
with on - the - job training as the cornerstone? 
FISC Det Wat;hington shou ld institute a Training 
Requirements Review Board (TRRB) as discus sed above to decide 
the training topics, s c hedul es and administer the program. 
They should train t h e s upervi s ors in how to conduct OJT f or 
t h e i nterns. The GS - 7s should spend t ime with the supervisors 
for: one week a t a time to gain an understandin g of what the 
cGmmand t s workload is like a nd how the variou s l ayers of 
management interact . 
2. Subsidiary Res earch Qu estions 
Wbat type of contractjpe- wQrkl.Qilll~~~.eL....aD.d 
Tnd llstdal S )'Op l y Center (FT SC.L._llilr.l.QJk washingL.Qn 
oe t achment 'hereafter the F I SC pet Wa s hipg t on) b a ye? 
The list of contracting competenc ies shows the t y pe o f 
contracting workl oad at_ t his command. Figure twelve: 
lllusL.::ates t_hc top seven as reported by t_he supervisors . 
Contracting Competencies Required 
-.>~ -~ 
tsl SDW(7) I!II! J &A 
• • BestVillU<l Illil Cost MillY1'is • Negotiations 
• Contract Type(5) • 
Figure 12: Contracting Competencies 
The fXlITl!TICl.nd ' s trai,ling progra.!ll shou l d addre~s these 
topics in mere detail. The OJT toplcs wil l take care: of 
Lhemse l veB b l'cduse the training will cover what is cI-itical to 
t he intern at that moment in time. 
Wha t edllcation leve l and skj ll s dO thp GS 1102 
CQnt~jlGt W) ~cia )ists a nd jnterns at FIS C Pe t Wash j n gton 
The interns are college graduates with 3.5 GP1\. . The 
maj ority have business degrees Which satisfy t he 
requirements !: or business education . 
.\'[ba t is the h ps t lise of gyal l ab1e resQ)]rces at FlS.G 
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.l2~ashjngtQn to ach j eve the goa] Of a m ' a] lty tr.ilining 
QLQ8'xam wh i ch emphasizes GO the jOh traj o j ng? 
The decision for resource utilization of training dollars 
shou.ld be placed with the TRRB . This group is in the best 
pos i tion to dec ~de the need and allocate resources . 
d. tlliaL_~lQ.~~mrnon to $)'ccess f' u] OD the j ob 
Educated and motivated supervisurs are critical to a 
successful program. Training should be focused and well -
defined vice just learning from experience. The trainer 
shou l d be able t.O articulate in one or t wo sentences the 
concept they are trying to teach the employee . If they cannot 
do this, they will likely confuse the trainee and the training 
session wil l not be efficient or effective . Training should 
be conducte d on a regular basis. 
~ld the train j ng and mla]~ficatiQn progr~ 
FIS"" pet wash-ington~ 
The training program should be a development program and 
include training that is scheduled at least once a month. 
They should conduct this t r aining in smal l groups ot people 
with similar experience levels with the goa ] of a continual 
development proco;>ss. Topics should include the seven 
competencies as outlined above and other topics as determined 
by t.he TRRI3. There are currenlly twenty - three training 
packages developed and on-the - shelf at F'ISC Det Washingtun. 
The TRRB shou] d updat e these training packages when they 
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schedu le the packages . 
J ob r otat i on among th e vari ous b r anches should be the 
cornerstone t o the train i ng program because of the exposure t o 
different supervi sors and d i fferen t types of contracts. OJ T 
should be the ma i n teLichi ng technique [or enriching the 
knowl e dge of t.he 1102.s . Supervi sors should be trained i n how 
to conduct OJT e f fective l y. 
Th e gualificdtion program should forus on cert i fying t he 
tra i nees. Cri t erion-re f e renced gra d i ng vice n oon ref erenced 
grading should be used to test proficie ncy. I n a compe tency" 
based system, as this one woul d be, t~e trainee would have La 
demonstrat e to the supervisor t he abi l i t y to perform each 
task. NO:::1ll - refer e nc e grading is fdIlli liar to most peopl e as 
this is the type used i n t h e vast major i ty of schools , where 
i f a person g e ts 70% correct they pass the t e st. 
crite r i on - referenced grading the person onl y passes when they 
successfully demonstrdt e knowledge of all tasks. 
The qual ificat i on program cou.ld be used as one element in 
assessing t he potential of a f irst y ear i ntern . The first 
y ear [or an i ntern is critical because under the c i vil service 
e mp] oyment: rules t hey can terminate an employee who is fa i ling 
to perform relatively easi::.y. It should be stresse d Lhat the 
qual i f i :::ation prog!:·dIll would be one dat a point in assessing the 
po t ent i al o f an employee. Management IT.;JS;. not abdicate i;.s 
respons i bility f or a ssessing the empl oyee by rel ying sol ely on 
a qlla l i[i~ation program . The qualification prugram provided 
in Appendix B should be USE"d. 
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY 
How effectiv e are the DAD" courses in delivering the 
right training at the right lev E" l and what is the optimal 
Liming for the DAWIA courses? 
2. W1:at is the optimal mix of. training versus production 
at a conLract i ng activity that will maximize long term 
productivity? 
3. When is the optimal time to send int_erns to the 
mandatory DAWIA cuurses and what preparation should they have 
befor e attending? 
APPENDIX A . QUESTIONNAI RE 
1 102 and Supervisor Survey Questionnaire s 
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Naval Postgra duate School 
Department of Systems Management 
815 Program 
Monte rey. CA 93940 
INTERVIEW QUESTIONS 
COMMAND _ _____ _ ~--ccC-"CC7-----'DATE-­(Optiona l) 
EXPERIENCE LEVEL: GRADE ____ POSITI ON' ______ _ 
(indi cate i f Int ern ) 
QUESTIONS 
0 - 2 
, -5 
6 - 10 
11 - 1 5 
1 6 or more 




11 or more 
5'01' the purpos es o f thi s survey tr_e fol l owing definitions 
appl y : 
Training Program - a structure d method of e ducating for 
the purpose of inc reas i ng the k nowledge o f contract i n g 
specific topics. 
Qualifica t ion Program - A stnlctured method of forma l ly 
incre as i ng a persons level of r esp o nsib i l ity to perform 
s pecific tasks. For example , qua l i f y ing for a contract i n g 
officer warr ant . 
J . What are the current training or qualifi cation weakne sses 
that you perceive in the 1102 contract spe c i alist communi ty? 
O\lal j fjca t 1 on 
2. What d o you s e e as t h e spec ific training needs of mi d -
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career or contr-act intern cont ract specialist pe r sonnel ? 
3 " What f ormal contracting training have you at<::ended? 
Describe your in - house training program _ 
5_ 1'<110 should be conduct ing in - house training? 
( ) Br"ancb Heads 
( 1 Senior- GS -12s 
( ) I nterns 
{ lather 
6_ I s your local command in-house program adequate? 
O-lQ,ljf j car i on 
Yes No 
How would y ou like <::0 see it c hanged including specific 
ways to improve it? 
Ol1a l jfjca tion : 
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teel career progression su tterR as a result of 
qualiticat ior. inadequacieR? 
::I'.Llln.i.ml O' lal j fi catjon 
Yes 
please provide examples: 
What are the top Lhree most frustrating aspects with the 
current t raining d nd qualification program at your command? 
O)]alit j cariot! 
2. 2. 
3 . 3. 
9 . What a re the thre e best aspects of r.he current trair.i ng 
dnd qualification program at your command? 
Qual if icatjon 
1. 
, . , . 
3.============ 3. 
'rffiere does you~· ccmmac.d place mor e emphasis on a r.raining 
program or a qualification program? 
Tra ining Progra~ Qualification Program_ 
Why? 
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General cOllum.:nt s on the t raining and qua l ificatj on 
prog:::-am at your command? (u se ba c k if necessary) 
I am willing t o discuss !lty v iews by: 
A . Phone Yes_ No_ 
E. Personal I ntor.v icw Yes_ No_ 
(If y O\;. answered "yes" to question 12, please 
nwnbe r) . THANK YOU . 
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APPENDIX B. PERSONAL QUALIFICATION STANDARDS 
This appendix contains the Personal Qualification 
Standards for the Contract Specialists. 
CONTRACT SPECIALIST (GS 1102 SERIES EQUIVALENT) 
PERSONNEL QUALIFICATIONS STANDARDS 
LCDR JOHN A. CORSO. SC. USNR 
MARCH 1995 
FLEET INDUSTRIAL SUPPLY CENTER NORFOLK 
DETACHMENT WASHINGTON 
13C 
The purpose of developing this Personnel Qualifications 
Standards (PQS) Manual for contract specialists is to apply a 
modified version of the Navy's practical and simple structured 
method for developing and certifying competency in a 
professional technical discipline the Federal 
Acquisition Institute's Occupational Certification Program of 
7 8 Contract Management duties defined as the scope of 
knowledge and skill required to perform as a Federal 
Government contract specialist. This manual is t hus a 
practical tool for training and certifying indi viduals, either 
military or civilian, participating one or more defined 
portions of the procurement process. 
The PQS follows the organization of the 78 FAI 
competencie s, carrying the individual through activities which 
develop skills required from the start of an acquisition to 
its finish. As each activity is successfully performed, a 
qualifying official signs attesting satisfactory 
completion. The Command develops and maintains a list of 
persons authorized to sign off on a given set or set of 
competencies , a nd individuals being qua.lified under the PQS 
prograI!l are made awa re of the identities of qualifying 
officials. 
The ultimate aim of the PQS program would be to support 
D7 
the qualifications of candidates for warranting. Goals may be 
established as well for qualifications required at the entry 
level (GS 5 through 7), journeyman level (GS-9 through 12) and 
senior professional level (GS-13 and above). 
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3 .2 .9 Claims 
SECTION ~ PRESOLICITATION 
~. ~ Determination of Needs 
~. ~. ~ Forecasting requirements 
Ski~l ~. ~. ~.1 Assist requiring activities in drafting program 
plans, cost estimates, and schedules. 
Signature of Qualifying Official Date 
Ski l l 1.1. ~. 2 Forcast total probable requirements for each of 
the ne:xt several fiscal years, by line item. 
Signature of Qualifying Official Date 
1.1.2 Acquisition planning 
Skill 1.~.2.1 Update or prepare an acquisition plan. 
Signature of Qualifying Official Date 
1.2 Initiating the Procurement 
1 Processing the Procurement Request 
~. 2 .1.1 Purchase Requests 
Skill 1.2.1.1.1 Accept a Purchase Request or request 
additional signatures and/or information from the requiring 
activity. 
Signature of Qualifying Official 
Skill 1.2.1.1.2 Establish files on accepted Purchase Requests 
and control information on the procurement prior to 
solici ta tion 
Signature of Qualifying Official Date 
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1.2.1.2 Funding 
Skill 1.2.1.2.1 Determine if funds are available to commit 
the Government on a contractual action before solicitaiton. 
Signature of Quali fying Off icial 
Skill 1.2.1.2.2 Determine whether to provide for additional 
requirements in the contract (i.e. through multiyear or option 
provisions and clauses) . 
Signature of Qualifying Official Date 
1.2.2 Market Research 
Skill 1.2.2.1 Obtain data from acquisition histories and 
other in-office sources. 
Signature of Qualifying Official Date 
1.3 Analysis of Requirement 
1.3. 1 Specifications 
Skill 1..3.1..1. Critique the specification and related elements 
of the Purchase Request. 
Signature of Qualifying Official Date 
1..3.2 Statement of Work 
Skill 1..3.2.1. Critique statements of work (SOWs) and related 
elements of the Purchase Request. 
Signature of Qualifying Official Date 
1.3.3 Services 
Skill 1.3.3.1 Identify requests to purchase personal or 
"advisory and assistance M services and determine whether or 
not to procure the requested services. 
Signature of Qualifying Official 
Skill 1.3.3.2 For work covered by the Service Contract Act, 
identify required skill classifications and prepare requests 
for wage determinations from t he Department of Labor (DOL). 
Signature of Qualifying Official Date 
1.4 Sourcing 
.1.4 . .1 Extent of Competi tion 
.1.4 • .1.1 Sources 
Skill ~.-4.~.~.~ Identify required sources . 
Signature of Qua~ifying Official Date 
Skill ~.-4.~.1.2 Develop commercial source lists. 
Signature of Qualifying Official Date 
Skil l 1.-4.1.1.3 Apply Qualified Bidders, Manufacturers, and 
Products Lists 
Signature of Qualifying Official Date 
Ski l l 1.-4. 1 . 1 .-4 Determine the need and identify the 
procedures for ordering from other Federal agencies. 
Signature of Qualifying Official 
-4.1.2 Set-Asides 
Skill 1.-4.1.2.1 Make a set aside decision. 
Signature of Qualifying Official 
1.-4.1.3 Sea) Procurements 
Skill 1.-4.1.3.1 Determine whether to meet the requirement 
through an a (a) contract. 
Signature o f Qualifying Official Date 
Skill 1.-4.1.3.2 Award an a{a) contract. 
Signature of Qualifying Official Date 
1. -4 . 1 . -4 Competi tion Requirements 
Skill 1.4.1.4.1 DetePlline whether to conduct full and open 
competition after exclusion of sources. 
Signature of Qualifying Official 
Skill 1.4 . 1.4.2 Determine whether to conduct other than full 
and open competi tion. 
Signature of Qualifying Official Date 
1.4.1.5 Unsolicited Proposals 
Skill 1.4.1.5.1 Determine whether to (1) return an 
unsolicited proposal to the offeror or (2) justify "other than 
full and open competition" to procure the good or service 
offered in the unsolicited proposal. 
Signature of Qualifying Official Date 
1.4.2 Selection Factors 
1.4.2.1 Lease vs. Purchase 
Skill 1.4.2.1.1 Determine whether to solicit for lease, 
purchase or both (the Government reservies the right to award 
either a lease or a purchase agreement, depending on offers 
received) . 
Signature of Qualifying Official Date 
Skill 1.4.2 1.2 Compare offers to sell against offers to 
lease. 
Signature of Qualifying Official Date 
1.4.2.2 Price Related Factors 
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Skill ~.4.2.2.1 Select price-related factors for 
incorporation in to the solicitation. 
Signature of Qualifying Official Date 
~. 4.2.3 Technical Evaluation Factors 
Skill 1.4.2.3.1 Determine whether to select on the basis of 
"lowest price" or ngreatest value" 
Signature of Qualifying Official Date 
Skill ~.4.2.3.2 Prepare technical/business management "go/no-
go ~ and ranking factors. 
Signa ture of Qualifying Officia l Date 
Skill 1.4.2.3.3 Critique proposed technical/business 
management evaluation factors (along with the corresponding 
technical proposal instructions). 
Signature of Qualifying Official Date 
~. 4.3 Method and Plan for the Procurement 
1.4.3.1 Method of Procurement 
Skill 1.4.3 .1. ~ Determine the method of procurement between 
(1) small purchase procedures (2) sealed bidding (3) two-step 
sealed bidding and (4) negotiation 
Signature of Qualifying Official Date 
~. 4.3.2 Procurement Planning 
Skill 1.4.3.2.1 Determine whether a plan is necessary, and, 
where necessary, update or prepare the plan . 
Signature of Qualifying Official Date 
Skill 1.4.3.2.2 Plan and organize a formal source selection. 
Signature of Qualifying Official Date 
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SECTION 2 - SOLICITATION AND AWARD 
2.1 solicitation 
2 .1 . 1 Terms and Condi tions 
2.1.1.1 Contract Types 
Skill 2.1.1.1.1 Select the contract type or types to be 
solicited. 
Signature -o·f Qualifying Official Date 
Skill 2.1.1.1.2 Prepare provisions and clauses for Time and 
Material or Labor Hour solicitations. 
Signature of Quali"f"y,'-;· n"'g--.O'-f"f1Ci c'li""."--------;;D"'.t"e;----
Skill 2.1.1.1.3 Establish terms and conditions for Basic 
Ordering Agreements. 
Signature of Qualifying Off·f.CTa'1--------;;=;-- - -
Skill 2.1.1.1.4 Establish terms and conditions for Basic 
Agreements. 
Signature of Qualifying Official Date 
Skill 2.1.1. J.. 5 Prepare provisions and/or clauses to solici t 
a selected type of indefinite delivery contract. 
Si gna ture of Qual i fying'O"f"f,-;ic"i-;;-.,,-------"D"'. t"'e;----
Skill 2 .1 .1.1. 6 Prepare provisions and/or clauses to solici t 
Firm Fixed Price (FFP) offers. 
Signature of Qualifying Official Date 
Skill 2.1.1. J.. 7 Prepare provisions and/or clauses to solicit 
Firm Fixed Price with Economic Price Adjustment (FP-EPA) 
offers. 
Signature of Qualifying Official Date 
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Skill 2.1.1.1.8 Prepare provisions and/or clauses to solicit 
Fixed Price I ncentive (FPI) offers. 
Signature of Qual i fying Official Date 
Skill 2.1.1.1.9 Prepare provisions and/or clauses to solicit 
Fixed Price Award Fee (FP-AF) offers. 
Signature of Qualifying Official Date 
Skill 2.1.1.1.10 Prepare provisiODs and/or clauses to solicit 
Fixed Price with Prospective or Retroactive Redetermination 
(FPR) offers. 
Signature of Qualifying Official Date 
Skill 2.1.1.1.11 Prepare provisions and/or clauses to solici t 
Firm Fixed Price - Level of Effort (FP-LE) offers . 
Signature of Qualifying Official 
Skil l 2.1.1.1.12 Prepare provisions and/or clauses to solici t 
Cost Plus Fixed Fee (CPFF) offers .. 
Signature of Qualifying Official Date 
Skill 2.1.1.1.13 Prepare provisions and/or clauses to solici t 
Cost Plus Incentive Fee (CPIF) offers .. 
Signature of Qualifying Official Date 
Skill 2.1.1.1.14 Prepare provisions and/or clauses to solicit 
Cost Plus Award Fee (CPAFj offers .. 
Signature of Qualifying Official Date 
Skill 2.1.1.1.15 Prepare provisions and/or clauses to solici t 
Cost - No Fee/Cost Sharing offers .. 
Signature of Qualifyi ng Official Dat e 
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2. 1 .1.2 Letter Contracts 
Skill 2.1.1.2.1 - Prepare and definitize a letter contract. 
Signature of Qualifying Official Date 
2.1.1.3 Contract Financing 
Skill 2.1.1.3.1 Determine whether to provide for Government 
financing in the solicitation and, where necessary, t he method 
of financing. 
Signature of Qualifying Official Date 
Skill 2.1.1.3. 2 Determine the need for contractor financing 
and, where necessary, the method of financing. 
Signature of Qualifying Official Date 
2.1.1.4 Use of Government Property and Supply Sources 
Skill 2.1.1.4.1 Determine whether to furnish Government 
property (GFP). 
Signature of Quali fying Official Date 
Skill 2.1.1.4.2 Determine whether to authorize contractors to 
use Government supply sources. 
Signature of Quali f ying Official Date 
2.1.1.5 Need for Bonds 
Skill 2.1.1.5.1 Determine bonding requirements (if any) for 
the solicitation and contract. 
Signature of Qualifying Official Date 
2.l.l.6 Solicitation Preparation 
Skill 2.1.1.6.1 Select provisions and clauses for an 
Invitation for Bids (IFB) and assemble the IFB. 
Signature of Qualifying Official Date 
Skill 2.1.1.6.2 Select provisions and clauses for a Request 
for Proposals (RFP) and assemble the RFP. 
Signature of Qualifying Official Date 
2. l. 2 Soliciting Offers 
2.1.2.1 Publicizing Proposed Procurements 
Skill 2.1.2.1.1 Select and implement a method or methods of 
publicizing the proposed procurements. 
Signature of Qualifying Official Date 
2 . l . 2 .2 Preaward Inquiries 
Skil12.l.2.2.1 Respond to inquiries on IFBs. 
Signature of Qualifying Official Date 
Skill 2.1.2.2.2 Respond to inquiries on RFPs. 
Signature of Qualifying Official Date 
2. l. 2.3 Prebid/Preproposal Conferences 
Skill 2. 1 .2.3.1 Determine the need for conducting a 
prehid/preproposal conference. 
Signature of Qualifying Official Date 
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Skill 2.1.2.3.2 Prepare for and conduct the 
prebid!preproposal conference. 
Signature of Qualifying Official Date 
2.1.2.4 Amending Solicitations 
Skill 2.1.2.4.1 Determine whether to amend, cancel, or make 
no cbanges to IFBs (before opening) or RFPs. 
Signature of Qualifying Official Date 
Skill 2.1.2.4.2 Prepare an amendment to a solicitation. 
Signature of Qualifying Official Date 
2.1.2.5 Cancelling Solicitations 
Skill 2.1.2.5.1 Cancel an IFB before bid opening 
Signature of Qualifying Official 
Skill 2.1.2.5.2 Determine whether 
and, if so, cancel the IFB. 
Signature of Qualifying Official 
Skill 2.1.2.5.3 Cancel an RFP. 
Signature of Qualifying Official 
cancel after opening 
Date 
2.2 Evaluation - Sealed Bidding 
1 Bid Evaluation 
2.2.1.1 Processing Bids 
Skill 2.2.1.1.1 Receive and control bids. 
Signature of Qualifying Official Date 
Skil12.2.1.1.2 Open, read, record, and abstract bids. 
Signature of Qual ifying Official Date 
2.2.1.2 Bid Acceptance Periods 
Skill 2.2.1.2.1 Request time extensions of bid expiration 
dates. 
Signa ture of Qualifying Official Date 
2.2.1.3 Late Offers 
Skil12.2.1.3.1 Determine which late offers, if any, can be 
considered for award. 
Signature of Qualifying Official Date 
2.2.1.4 Bid Prices 
Skill 2.2.1.4.1 Calculate the evaluated price for each bid 
and determine whether the lowest price is reasonable. 
Signature of Qualifying Official Date 
2.2.1.5 Responsiveness 
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Skill 2.2.15.1 Determine responsiveness to tbe IFB. 
Signature of Qualifying Official Date 
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2.3 Evaluation ~ Negotiation 
2.3. ~ Proposal Evaluation 
2.3.~.~ Processing Proposals 
Skill 2.3.~.1.~ Safeguard, open, and record proposals. 
Signature of Qualifying Official Date 
Skill 2.3.1.1.2 Identify variances from the RFP's terms and 
conditions. 
Signature of Qualifying Official Date 
Skill 2.3. ~ .1. 3 Select reviewers and ass i gn responsibili ty 
for analyzing the proposals. 
Signature of Qualifying Official Date 
2.3.1.2 Technical Evaluation 
Skill 2.3.1.2 1 Develop and ccmanunicate guidance to technical 
evaluators. 
Signature of Qualifying Official Date 
Skill 2.3.1.2.2 Analyze technical evaluation reports. 
Signature of Qualifying Official Date 
Skill 2.3.1.2.3 Obtain rankings of technical proposals, based 
on technical evaluation factors {if any} . 
Signature of Qualifying Official Date 
2.3.1. . 3 Price Objectives 
Skill 2.3.1.3.1 Reach decisions on {I} prenegotiation 
positions on price {2} whether there is a need to cancel and 
resolicit {3} whether there is a need for factfinding (4) 
whether there is a need for cost data (5) whether there is a 
need to negotiate. 
Signature of Qualifying Official Date 
2.3.1.4 Cost and Pricing Data 
Skill 2.3.1.4.1 Determine whether certified coat/pricing data 
are required for the acquisi tion, and - if required . obtain 
the data along with the offeror's certification that the data 
are current, complete, and accurate. 
Signature of Qualifying Off1cia:r.----~D"'a"'tCCe- --
Skill 2.3.1.4.2 If certified data are not required, determine 
the need for uncertified data and request such data from the 
offeror. 
Signature of Qualifying Official Date 
2.3 . 1.5 Audits 
Ski l l 2.3.1.5.1 Obtain data from auditors. 
Signature of Qualifying Official Date 
2.3. 1. 6 Cost Analysis 
Ski l l 2.3.1.6.1 Develop prenegotiation posi tions (minimum, 
maximum, and target) on each element of cost, the overal l 
total cost of the work to be performed, and profit. Also 
develop prenegotiation positions on (1) the limitation of 
costs ("ceiling price" for Time and MaterialS/Labor Hour 
contracts) for cost reimbursible contracts (2) the price 
ceiling and incentive formula (fixed price incentive firm 
target contracts) (3) The ceiling price (i.e., base amount), 
maxi= fee (i.e., award amount) and formula for adjusting fee 
(cost reimbursible incentive and award fee contracts) . 
Signature of Qualifying Official 
2.3.1.7 Evaluating Other Terms and Conditions 
Skill 2.3.1.7 1 Develop prenegotiation positions on terms and 
condi tions other than price. 
Signature of Qualifying Official Date 
2.3.1.8 Competitive Range 
Skill 2.3.1.8.1 Establish the competitve range. 
Signature of Qualifying Official 
2.3.2 Discussions 
2.3.1.1 Pactfinding 
Skill 2.3.1.1.1 Prepare an agenda, notify the contractor, 
conduct a factfinding session, and determine the need for (l) 
issuing an amendment to the RFP (2) revising pre · negotiation 
objectives (3) excluding a proposal from the competitive range 
(i. e., from futher consideration). 
Signature of Qualifying Official Date 
2.3.1.2 Negotiation Strategy 
Skill 2.3.1.2.1 Prepare a prenegotiation plan. 
Signature of Qualifying Official Date 
Skill 2.3.1.2.2 Assemble and prepare the Government team for 
discussions. 
Signature of Qualifying Official Date 
Skill 2.3.1.2.3 Establish an agenda for the first conference 
with the contractor I s representatives. 
Signature Of Qualifying Official Date 
2.3.1.3 Conducting Negotiations 
Skill 2.3 . 1.3.1 Conduct a negotiation session and prepare the 
Price Negotiation Memorandum (PNM) (1) as part of a 
competitive negotiation (2) in a sole source situation. 
Signature of Qualifying Official Date 
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2.4 Award 
2.4 ~ Se~ection for Award 
2.4.1.1 Mistakes in Offers 
Ski~l 2.4.1.1.1 Identify and resolve preaward mistakes in 
bids 
Signature of Qualifying Official Date 
Ski~l 2.4.1.1.2 Identify and resolve preaward mistakes in 
proposals. 
Signature of Qualifying Official Date 
Skill 2.4.1.1.3 Identify and resolve post · award mistakes in 
offers. 
Signature of Qualifying Official 
2.4.1.2 Responsibility 
Skill 2.4.1.2.1 Determine and document the responsibility or 
non-responsibility of a prospective contractor. 
Signature of Qualifying Official Date 
2.4.1.3 Subcontracting Requirements 
Skill 2.4.1.3.1 Incorporate subcontracting requirements in 
the solicitation. 
Signature of Qualifying Official Date 
Skill 2.4.1.3.2 Approve or disapprove subcontracting plans 
for inclusion in the contract. 
Signature of Qualifying Official Date 
lOO 
Skill 2.4.1.3.3 Negotiate a make-or-buy program. 
Signature of Qualifying Officia l 
2.4.1.4 Preparing Awards 
Skil l 2.4.1.4.1 Prepare contract and document t h e 
reconunendation for award (both IFB and RFP ) 
Signature of Qua l ifying Official Date 
2.4.2 Executing Awards 
2.-4.2.1 Award 
Skill 2.4.2.1.1 Award a contract. 
Signature of Qualifying Official 
2.4.2.2 Debriefing 
Skill 2.4.2.2.1 Identify deficiencies in the offer, cull out 
ma terials not to be disclosed, and debrief unsuccessful 
offerors. 
Signature of Qualifying Official Date 
2.4.3 Protests 
Skill 2.4.3.1 Develop and forward a position on a protest to 
the agency. Prepare a memorandum for record to document 
resolution of the protest. 
Signature of Qualifying Official Date 
1 E1 
Skill 2.4.3 . 2 Develop and forward a position on a protest to 
GAO. Prepare a memorandum for the record to document 
resolution of the protest . 
Signature of Qual ifying Official Date 
Skill 2.4.3.3 Develop and forward a position on a protest to 
GSBCA. Prepare a memorandum for the record to document 
resolution of the protest. 
Signature of Qualifying Official 
Skill 2.4.3.4 Prepare an affidavit and memorandum of facts 
for a protest to the courts. 
Signature of Qualifying Official 
Skill 2.4.3.5 Develop or forward a protest of eligibility for 
a set - aside to SBA. 
Signature of Qualifying Official Date 
Skill 2.4.3.6 Develop or forward a protest of Walsh-Healey 
eligibility to SBA or Labor. 
Signature of Qualifying Official Date 
2.4.4 Fraud and Exclusion 
Skill 2.4.4.1 Refer indications of fraud or other civil or 
criminal offenses to responsible officials. 





3.1.1.1 Contract Administration and Planning 
Skill 3.1.1.1.1 Develop a contract administration plan and 
instruct Government personnel on their roles. 
Signature of Qualifying Official Date 
3.1.1.2 Post Award Orientations 
Skill 3.1.1.2.1 
contractors. 
Conduct postaward orientations for 
Signature of Qualifying Official Date 
3.1.2 Ordering Against Contracts and Agreements 
Skill 3.1.2.1 Issue orders against contracts. 
Signature of Qualifying Official Date 
Skill 3.1.2.2 Determine whether to order against a BOA; 
prepare and issue orders against BOAs. 
Signature of Qualifying Official 
3.1.3 Subcontracting: Consent to Subcontract s 
Skil l 3.1.3.1 Incorporate consent requirements in an RFP 
Signature of Qualifying Official Date 
Skill 3.1.3.2 Determine whether consent is required. 
Signature of Qualifying Official Date 
1 6 3 
Skill 3.1.3.3 If requred. consent (or decline to consent) to 
the placement of proposed subcontractors. 
Signature of Qualifying Official 
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3.2 Quality Assurance 
3.2 .1 Monitoring and Problem Solving 
3.2.1.1 Monitoring, Inspection, and Acceptance 
Skill 3.2.1. 1 .1 Moni tor performance under the Schedule (UCF 
A- H) by both the contractor and Government personnel. 
Signature of Qualifying Official Date 
Skill 3.2.1.1.2 Perform any actions required of the 
contracting officer under the terms of the Schedule. 
SignatuTe of Qualifying Official Date 
Skil l 3.2.1.1.3 Inform the contractor of any problems 
potential breaches based upon the Schedule. 
Signature of Qualifying Official Date 
Ski l l 3.2.1.1.4 Resolve the problem, where possible, wi thout 
resorting to a formal contractual remedy for potential 
Schedule breaches. 
Signature of Qualifying Official 
Skill 3.2.1.1.5 Monitor compliance with the contract clauses 
in UCF I by both the contractor and Government personnel. 
Signature of Qualifying Official 
Skill 3.2.1.1.6 Perform any actions required of the 
contracting officer under the terms of the contract for othe r 
terms and condi tions. 
Signature of Qualifying Official Date 
Skil l 3.2.1.1.7 Inform the contractor of any breaches of 
other terms and condi tions. 
Signature of Qualifying Official 
Skill 3.2.1.1.8 Resolve the problem, where possible, wi t hout 
resorting to a formal contractual remedy for potential 
breaches of other terms and conditions. 
Signature of Qualifying Official Date 
Skill 3.2.1.1.9 Monitor compliance with the subcontracting 
plan. 
Signature of Qualifying Official Date 
3.2.1.2 Delays 
Skill 3.2.1.2.1 Determine whether a delay is excusable. If 
excusable, determine the consideration (e.g., a performance 
time extension). 
Signature of Qualifying Official Date 
3.2.L3 Stop Work 
Skill 3.2.1.2.1 Determine the need to stop work . 
Signature of Qualifying Official Date 
Skil13.2.l.2.2 Prepare and issue stop work orders. 
Signature of Qualifying Official Date 
Skill 3.2.1.2.3 Issue resume work orders. 
Signature of Qualifying Official Date 
3.2.1. 4 Remedies 
Skill 3.2.1.4.1 Select a formal contract remedy for a 
performance problem. 
Signature of Qualifying Official Date 
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Skill 3.2.1.4.2 Prepare a Cure or Show Cause notice. 
Signature of Qualifying Official Date 
Skill 3.2.1.4.3 Prepare a liquidated damages notice. 
S ignature of Qual ifying Official Date 
Skill 3.2.1.4.4 Reject non - conforming work. 
Signature of Qual ifying Official Date 
Skill 3 . 2.1.4.5 Pursue remedies under a written warranty. 
Signature of Qualifying Official Date 
Skill 3.2.1.4.6 Pursue remedies under an implied warranty . 
Signature of Qual ifying Official 
Skill 3 .2.1.4.7 Determine the applicable remedy if acceptance 
was due to fraud, gross mistake, or a latent defect. 
Signature of Qualifying Official 
3.2.2 Property Administration 
Ski ll 3.2.1.1 Moni tor the furni shing and h andling of 
Government property by Government personne l and by the 
contractor. 
Signature of Qualifying Official Date 
Skill 3.2.1.2 Assess contractors for losses or damage to 
Government property. 
Signature of Qualifying Official Date 
3.2.3 Reporting Performance Problems 
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Skill 3.2.3.1 Refer all evidence of persistent performance 
problems to responsible officials. 
Signature of Qualifying Official Date 
3.2.4 Payment 
3.2.4.1 Lilllitation of Costs 
Skill 3.2.4.1.1 Recommend the best course of action when 
notified of a potential cost overrun. 
Signature of Qualifying Official 
3.2.4.2 Payment 
Skill 3.2.4.2.1 Determine whether to (1) forward an invoice 
to the payment office for payment in full (2) forward an 
invoice to the payment office for pari tal payment, after 
written notice to the contractor (3) return the invoice to the 
contractor for correotion 
Signature of Qualifying Official 
Skill :).2.4.2.2 Adjust billing rates and establish final 
indirect cost rates for a cost reimbursement contract 
Signature of Qualifying Official Date 
3.2.4.:) Unallowable Costs 
Skill 3.2.4.3.1 Disapprove unallowable costs, given invoices, 
findings and recommendations from auditors, and the related 
contracts. 
Si.gnature of Qualifying Official 
3.2.4.4 Assignment of Claims 
l 68 
Skill 3.2.4.4.1 Approve or disapprove a request for an 
assignment of claims. 
Signature of Qualifyiog Official Date 
3.2.4.5 Collecting Contractor Debts 
Skill 3.2.4.5.1 Determine and recover debts from contractors. 
Signature of Qualifying Official Date 
3.2.4.6 Progress Payments 
Skill 3.2.4.6.1 Approve the amount to pay the contractor 
under progress payments clause; determine the need to adjust 
progress payment or liquidation rates. 
Signature of Qualifying Official Date 
3.2.4.7 Price and Fee AdjustlJlents 
Skill 3.2.4.7.1 Adjust a price. given a fixed price contract 
with economic price adjustlJlent terms and conditions. 
Signature of Qualifying Official Date 
Skill 3.2.4.7.2 Adjust billing prices and determine total 
final price, given a fixed price incentive contract. 
Signature of Qualifying Official 
3.2 5 Accounting 
3.2.5.1 Accounting and Cost Estimating Systems 
109 
Skill 3.2.5.1.1 Determine the adequacy of a firms accounting 
and estimating systems. 
Signature of Qualifying Official Date 
Skill 3.2.5.1.2 Monitor the financial condition of a firm. 
3.2.5.2 Cost Accounting Standards 
Skill 3.2.5.2.1 Determine whether a proposed contract is 
exempt from the application of Cost Accounting Standard (CAS)-
related provisions and clauses. 
Signature of Qualifying Official Date 
Skill 3.2.5.2 . 2 Select CAS'related provisions and clauses for 
the solicitation/contract if applicable. 
Signature of Qualifying Official Date 
Skill 3.2.5.2.3 Determine (a) if the Disclosure Statement 
(OS) is adequate and (b) if the accounting practices are in 
compliance with applicable CAS standards. 
Signature Of Qualifying Official Date 
Skill 3.2.5.2.4 Request cost impact proposals and negotiate 
equitable adjustments, given a disclosure statement and audit 
findings. 
Signature of Qualifying Official 
3.2.5.3 Defective Pricing 
Skill 3.2.5.3 Determine if pricing data were defective (e.g., 
not current, accurate, and/or complete) and the downward 
adjustment in price (if any). 
Signature of Qualifying Official 
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3.2.6 Closeout 
Skill 3.2.6.1 Perform contract closeout. 
Signature of Qualifying Official Date 
3.2.7 Contract Modifications 
Skill 3.2.7.1 Determine whether a modification is needed. 
Signature of Qualifying Official 
Skill 3.2.7.2 Select the type of 1I\Odification (administrative 
mod, cbange order or supplemental agreement). 
Signature of Qualifying Official Date 
Skill 3.2.7.3 Prepare a modification. 
Signature of Qualifying Official Date 
Skill 3.2.7.4 Determine whetber or not to exercise an option. 
Signature of Qualifying Official Date 
3 . 2 . 8 Termina tions 
3 . 2 . 8. 1 Termination 
Skill 3.2.8.1.1 Determine whether to terminate. 
Signature of Qualifying Official Date 
Skill 3.2.8.1.2 Execute a Termination for Convenience. 
Signature of Qualifying Official Date 
1n 
Skill 3.2.8.1 3 Execute a Termination for Default. 
Signature of Qualifying Official 
3.2.8.2 Bonds 
Skill 3.2.8.2.1 Maintain a bond 
Signature of Qualifying Official 
Skill 3.2.8.2.2 Upon termination for default, apply bonds in 
comp leting contracts. 
Signature of Qualifying Official Date 
3.2.9 Claims 
Skill 3.2.9.1 Adjudicate a claim arising frOlIl/pursuant to the 
Disputes clause. 
Signature of Qualifying Official Date 
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